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Dooce BrotHers 

BUSINESS COUPE 

Owners experience an 

appreciable new sense of 

security in this car—the first 

steel-built closed car ever 

marketed. 

Dodge Brothers pioneered 

boldly and successfully to 

give it the qualities of the 

Pullman coach, capable of 

withstanding an impact 

under which the ordinary 

body would probably 

crumble. 

But steel construction does 

more than contribute to the 

car’s safety and durability; 

it permits the use of Dodge 

Brothers baked-on enamel 

finish; it minimizes rattles 

and it eliminates the pos- 

sibility of shrinkage. 

All parts are welded or 

machine-screwed securely 

and permanently into place. 

This new preciseness is 

usually noticed first in the 

windows, which are entirely 

free from sticking and 

rumbling. 

Such vital features are uni- 

versal in their appeal. The 

continued, persistent de- 

mand for the Business 

Coupe is not surprising. 

The Price is $980 f. o. b. Detroit 
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“interested in strawberry rrowing; 
but at that time, had no op- 

P= years ago I began to get 

ity to engage in any branch of - portunit 
% S geulture because we were living on 128 

a rented farm, many miles from an 
— town or city. 
- Neighbors advised me that straw- 
berries could not be grown in that part 
of the country at a profit, We are 

w living in an adjoining county, and 
‘Githough I was given the same kind 
of advice here, I have been growing 
strawberries for- pleasure and profit 
for a number of. years.’ But, really, 
it is an interesting, not to say fascina- 
oa occupation in spite of the hard 

“I have done nothing. remarkable. 
ie to in view of the fact that I 

e to do most of the work myself, I 
well satisfied with the progress 

A great many difficulties have 
had to be overeome. It is almost im- 
possible to hire help except during 

. ing season and then some of th 
ip is very poor. ee ee 

There are no large strawberry 
| farms here, and there are. never 
=e strawberries to sup 
mand. Yet, I was advised not to try 
to grow strawberries for market. be- 
cause it was claimed home grown ber- | \_ 
ties could not compete with those that 
were shipped from other states. It is 
the other way round. As soon as the 
“home grown berries appear on the 
market, no one seems to want the 
s -in es, 
~ No great skill is required to grow 

' strawberries yet sometimes those 
‘who have made quite a success of 
other things will fail miserably when 

attempt to grow strawverries. 
instead of trying to find out 

ge the mistake was, they decide 
& ‘0 leave strawberries alene and not 

even try to grow enough for home use. 

’ Good Plants Essential 
believe the first step toward suc- 

ful str fing is the pur- 
of: d,. le, true-to- 
pla ie first high priced 

‘the (country were — 

T wae called a 

rch 
from ‘a Bi 

er. At that 
“strawberry 

about the time when the so-called 
ty Zea 
riot 
-*yerbearing varieties were introduced 

and I have the honor of ee fips pio- 
everbearing strawberry grower 

lieve that any person’ of ordi- 
ence can y read- 
start gr strawber- 

is the 

ply the de- | 

ever seen in this |. 

” That was a number of yéars terest 

A Strawberry “Crank” Makes Good 

By Anna Wade Galligher : 

ing reading. I read everything that 
I could get Held” of on strawberry 
growing, not forgetting nursery cat- 
alogues and bulletins, both of which 
will usually be found to contain in- 
formation that is valuable.to anyone 
who is interested in horticulture and 
wants to keep well posted. 

I, became so enthusiastic that I 
wanted to plant an acre right~in the 
start. I imagined that it would be al- 
most as good as a gold mine. 1 still 
think an acre of strawberries in good 
bearing condition is a valuable piece 

plant a 
later or 

find, © 
ure. Tw 

blossoms and buds all frozen stiff and 
some even curled downward... Some of 
the buds were killed and most of the 
open blossoms, but in’ spite of all t 
we picked one of the biggest crops o 
strawberries. that had ever been seen 
in this section from a small patch. / 

One prosperous farmer | 
soe several years ago and 
ered one thousand of the 

cheapest strawberry plants he could 
It resulted in ‘a complete’ fail- 

o years later, he 
try again. -Hesasked me if I would 

~ 

patch did not produce enough berries 
for the home table. It was as big a 
failure as the first. This farmer says 
he is done with strawberries. They 
require too much time to bear a crop 

- and too much work. Perhaps he 
planted the “neverbearing” kind. 

If every beginnér could be induced 
to patronize some good reliable 
nurseryman or plant grower instead 
of trying to get plants for little or 
nothing, there would undoubtedly be 

_ fewer failures. Now; I have no straw- 
berry plants to sell and therefore no 
“axe to grind.” 

Fall Setting Unwise 
But buying worthless plants is not 

by any means the only. way to start 

> 

ecided to 

ecided to 

wrong. Some people who ought to 
know better will not only set out 
strawberry plants_late in the-fall but 
will advise others to do the same 
thing.. Fall set patches are pees 
all right in the south but al! wrong 
here in Ohio. Even*if the plants es- 
cape being heaved out of the ground 
in winter, there can be no young 

_| growth to speak of and, therefore, 
{| none but the original plants to bear 
‘| berries the following season. 

Fight the Grubs 
The worst enemy that attacks 

strawberries is probably the large 
b worm that is nearly always to 
found in old . For this reason 

other cultivated crops should always 
be grown previous. to setting in straw-. 
berries. When these grubs begin on 
a patch it ig useless to try to do any- 
thing more than kill them because it 
is impossible to find them until after 
the plants have begun to wilt. Of 

| course, they should be killed where- 
| ever they are found, but the “ounce of 

_., prevention” is more effective. 
It is not uncommon for several o 

these s to attack sage and dur- 
ing a drought they usually make short 
work of it. Nothing is more dis- 
couraging than a grub-infested straw- 
rene. patch. fore, I would ad- 

8 to be careful 
a of the patch. An 
old sod- or ground that has not been 

More Strawberries should be grown in all section of Amertiea strawberry patch. 
> ws Se ’ ho eh her eae ae - IE have never had many pests to con- 

of property, much more so than an in- gone a few hundred good~plants.. teng. but it is well for the be- 
in a gold*mine—on .  In.-I replied that I would . ced the - ginmer to be ever on the aiert. Leaf- 

fact, there is noth that. 1 x, of plants at about halt wiliat 1 paid spot and blight should never be per- 
in .t way- of ir or the same kin Pp ever- ‘3 ” 
will bring returns for the bearing) when they were stili some- a ee | eee 

“No ‘ital invested than strawberries. 
other fruit crop is as dependable. world. ’ : ; certain 
Why? “Because a strawberry patch Did he buy? No indeed! |The price ie particstarie Sactieat te dave blight 
can be tected orate er and was too high, at least, according to oy jeaf-spot,.1 lose no time in treat- 
until all danger of k dis past, his judgment, so he put off the work ing the diseased vines to prevent 

whatever ® . Besides low priced plants and set them about thax that variety s8 the future. 

1 Then Removing Buds 
neglect at first, that is after 

thing of a novelty in this part of the 

cultivated recently is unfit for a 

varieties are’ more liable to be af- 
others fected Whenever I find 

ita’ 
plants begin to grow, will 



The California Avoca 

HERE is no longer an 
about the popularity of that new 
salad fruit, the avocado, on the 

American markets. For centuries the 
gy of Mexico and Central America 

ve fully appreciated this peculiar 
tho ve nutritious fruit which 
contains little or no sugar but a large 
amount of oil and protein. But some of 
the oldtimers in this country freely 
prophesied that the avocado sometimes 
incorrectly called “alligator pear,” 
would not sell on American markets, 
that it would require many years to 
educate the American people to a new 
taste. Such has not been the case for 
ever sirce Florida and California 
growers began to protluce avocadoes 
in commercial quantities, the demand 
has kept ahead of the supply and 
first class fruit has brought the 
tee from forty cents -to one dol- 
ar per pound. 

Three Races of Avocadoes 

There are three general types or 
races of avocadoes known as the Mex- 
ican, Guatemalan, and West Indian. 
The Mexican varieties do well in both 
Florida and California, but the fruits 
are smali and too thin skinned to ship 
well. Many of them such as Ganter, 

doubt ~ 
By J. Eliot Coit 

< 

coast as at Pasadena, Glendora, Whit- 
tier, Yorba Linda, Orange, and Chula 
Vista. 

The late unpieasantness of last Jan- 
uary, or in plain words the freeze in 
California, did much to restrict plant- 
ings to therelatively frost free foot- 
hills, for the avocado is of about the 
same hardiness as ‘the lemon and 
much loss was sustained by the more 
venturesome who spony in 
frosty places.. Taking full considera- 
tion of the freeze however, it is still 
true that there~is much land ideally 
located. for avocado culture. A good 
plan is to buy anold run down orange 
or lemon grove which has a good 
water supply. In such a-case the true 
frost hazard may be had from actual 
records. The grove may be interset to 
avocadoes and the old citrus trees re- 
moved gradually over a period of sev- 
eral years thus retaining some income 
from the start. The avocado is not 
subject to the same pests and diseases 

thousand dollars an acre. The ruling 
price of nursery stock is from three 
to five dollars per tree according te 
size and quantity. Avocado nursery 
trees. are delicate and ‘somewhat 
“cranky critters” and it requires some 

American Fre 

do Industry 

patane 

t Gr ~ 

with the greatest care so as not to 
loosen the soil from the fibrous roots, 
After transplanting each tree is pro- 
vided with a basin six feet in diam 

~ filled a alfalfa Bae, as 
tered “With a hose o 

first summer. It is a common practise 
to a a burlap shelter to protect ~ 
it from the afternoon sun. In short — 

experience to plant an orchard and~ the avocado demands to be treated | 
get the trees to take hold and grow 
off well. A good avocado orchard 
ten years. old and coming into full 
bearing will represent a total invest- 
ment of between four and five thou- 
sand dollars per acre, but three or 
four good crops should pay this off. 

Soils and Fertilizers 
Avocadoes are not particular as to 

soil type so long as it is deep, fertile, 
and well drained. There are excellent 
orchards on a variety of types but the 
preference is for the rather heavy 
clay loams and adobes which have 
sufficiently opened up with manure 
and bean .straw to make them take 
water well. In California, fertiliza- 

Puebla, and Northrop areof fine flavor | - 
however and are excellent for home 
and local consumption. The Mexican is, 
also used exclusively as a rootstock 
in California, where for all commer- 
cial. plantings Guatemalan varieties 
such as Fuerte, ae Dickinson, 
Lyon, and Dickey take the lead. 

est Indian varieties are of little or 
no value in~California on account of 
the dryness of the atmosphere. In 
Florida the West Indian varieties such 
as Trapp and Pollock do best and 
have been most generally planted al- 
though. severa! Guatemalans recently 
tested in Florida show considerable: 

. promise. One of the most important 
thingz to bear in mind is the fact 
that in California the different varie- 
ties mature at different seasons and 

-it is now possible by planting Spinks, 
Dickinson, Sharpless, Puebla, and 
Fuerte to market fresh fruit in com- 
mercial quantities every day in the 
year. at this means in better dis- 
tribution and increased consumption 
can readily be appreciated by any ove 
at all familiar with the banana indus- 
try in this country. In general, the 
Mexican varieties mature ii fall and 
winter and the Guatemalans in spring 
and summer. 

Fuerte Avecade commercial pack 

The Best Localities 

A . fo ls 

gas 

ene 

Orchard of Spinks Avocado near Duarte, Calif. 

as the irrigation water irer 
is the same as for citrus. secu 

Choice of Varieties 
The question of varieties is vital .in 

any new fruit industry, Li 
hundreds of varieties have been tested 
out by the California Avocado 
ciation while the commercial 
been narrowed down to half 
standard sorts, It is the wri 
lief that the money make 
present time.are Spinks an 
son. These grow well. and 
and in common ; 
“bring home the bacon.” 

Hie 

a 2 f* eFt 

ef 

lange cea Saeeag, Wee kara arge c A © . 
a fine f. which has same won- 
derful records for yield, but the 
is difficult to and re 
much coddling t few ¢ 
been % 

! 

i 

t guminous winter cover-crops, 

: 

tion is practised almost entirely with 
humus-forming materials such as le- 

man- 
ure, lima bean straw or alfalfa ‘hay. 
Seventy-five to one hundred dollars 
worth of such materials per acre per 

should keep a bearing orchard 
in vigorous condition. Except during 

e winter rainy season, the trees 
— "aetiia te at — day in- 

rvais, w e soi ormiy to 
a depth of four feet. Between Des 
gations, a- thorough cultivation both 
ways to a depth of four or five inches 
is i on most soils. One deep 
plowing, preferably~ in the fall is 
needed to prevent the formation of 
Lage and keep the soil in 

ition to take water readily. 
the cost_of water is reasonable the 
total mainteriance cost of an avoeado 

South America, Cuba and 

like an aristocrat and careless or = 
methods will-result in fail<% 

ut if everything is conscien- ~ 
tiously attended to the trees will grow ~ 
well ond amply repay the owner for ~ 
all his trouble. There are a dozen ~ 
or more nurserymen who have mas-" 
tered the art of growing avocado trees | 
and there are now produced in South- 7 

‘ern California between ten and fifteen | 
thousand trees a year of commercial ” 
varieties. New orchards are ing 
planted at the rate of 125 to 150 acreg” 
a year. Pe: 

Why Prospects are Bright 

The food value of the avocado sur- © 
passes that of any, other fruit. Con-¥ 
taining a high percentage of oil and” 
protein, 2h es the aes ck ron and | 
is particularly easy of digestion, being ™ 
well suited to even the most delicate 
stomach. Once an individual becomes 
acquainted . with avocadoes and ac 
quires the taste for them, he usually 
gett epee A fond of them q nd 
s y almost any price for) 
the fruit. But of all epicurean de-™ 
lights, the a is certainly reached = 
in- avocado ice creanr which attains” 
the maximum in flavor, appearance,” 
and food value. - 

So far, market prices for good fruit” 
have been v high, too high for™ 
large consumption. As production in- 
creases lower prices will greatly” 
stimulate consumption for it is not- 
every man who can afford to eat avo- 
cadoes . arly and generously at a 
dollar .. It order. to supp h 
demand, a good deal of foreign fruit 
is being imported .{rom on and. 

Most of this is gathered from seedling” 
trees and is of very’ poor quali 
Fruit*from budded orchards of select 
varieties from both California and 
Florida is uniformly good and far 
superior to the ordinary run of im=) 
perted fruit. - F 

The areas Where avocadoes may be 
grown commercially are limited, and) 
overproduction will hardly occur with, 
fair distribution. This especially” 
true in view of the constant supply) 

Where — 

orchard will run between $150 and 
$200.an acre a year. 

Trees for Planting 

The fact that avocado trees are dif- 
ficult of ‘propagation is reflected 
the high price of nursery stock. The 
Mexican seeds used for rootstocks 

ty 

i 

i 
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of fresh fruit every day 
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dean continent. 

"Owing to a large population there is 
| relatively large supply ‘of labor. 

Rambles of a Horticulturist 

ESTERN New York isthe - 
largest producer of barrelled 
apples in the world and prob- 

ill continue to hold this honor 
Scattered 

and 125 miles long is found some 
‘4the finest old orchards on the Amer- 

Many of these trees 
@ from 50 to 100 years old and 
geasionally one finds them even older 
md in good productive condition. 
While the largest percentage of the 
whards are congested in this narrow 

10 miles in width and 125 miles 
h mag 3 the shore of the lake, 
eless there. are good orchards 

nd in the area to the south. 
the soil of western New York is 

tile and of a character which re- 
ms moisture and soil fertility. The 
mate peranced by the great 
ies of water from the lakes is of 

gh a nature as to be very conducive 
t production. The section still 
abundance of relatively cheap 

is and orchards. 

ood transportation is found through- 
m the entire district, as the region 

essed by. being situated in the 
r of one of the largest markets 
s United States. 

Good Place to Live 
tern New York is a good place 

It.is a beautiful country, gen- 
llirig. The highways are lined 
trees. ost of the farms have 
, attractive groves. 

stability about the whole dis- 
’ The farm homes and buildings 

outfit, which means a coarse, driving 
spray’ which spreads very poorly and 
is not wery efficient in control. /Prob- 
ably the old-fashioned nozzles: would 
be more successful with such outfits 
than a gun, but the old nozzle will not 
reach,the top of the tree. Only by 
high power and a mistlike spray can 
the best results be obtained with trees 
such as one finds in western New 
York. 

Pruning has to a more or less de 
gree been neglected and a very large 
peretatacy of the trees are too 
ushy, with too much foliage and wood 

and\ not enough light to permeate 
through the trees to develop strong, 
firm buds. Too large a percentage of 
the fruit-is born on the outside of the 
tree and much of it is produced on 
terminals. 

Tillage on the whole has been very 
good, although the problem of main- 

There is an 

neral are well kept up. © There | 
ne. hard surfaced roads through- 

ae entire district. Every few 
és one’ passes through a prosper- 
§, attractive village and in the dis- 

is the smoke from some big cen- 
ear enough to furnish the ad- 

es of a big city -but still far 
lough away to give you ideal living 
Mditions in the country. 
The trees of western New York are 
me. They have tremendous trunks 
ia spread which is surprising. The 
8 are so large that some of the 

d operations become verv dif- 
It would be very hard to thin 

fically some of these huge trees. 
hey are so tall and have such a wide 
wead that hand henming would’ be- 
me very expensive. Spraying of 
ese trees is a special problem. To 

ie best results large outfits of 
‘42 horsepower would be ideal. 
.could handle two guns with a 

s that would give a mist spray, x 
would throw it over the entire 
tovering the top as wéll as the 

er surfaces. If.a good spreader is 
fed to ong ee, there AS = 
rave igh percen “of. con- 

‘salah and diseases cannot be 
. ~ en 

praying and Pruning ~ 
ny growers I fear, however, 
too low: a. ho: ex, are 

g to use two guns such an. 

‘a very hea 

By C. I. Lewis 

apples or other fruit. During the past 
10 or 15 years there has been estab- 
lished some large commercial orchards 
in the district, but the small 8 and 10 
acre orchard is the rule. 

One sees here both the advantages 
and disadvantages of diversification, 
the advantage being that when the 
apple crop fails the farmer still has 
other crops to rely upon, such as po- 
tatoes, grain, hay, cabbage, beans, 
ete., and nerhaps this is not so bad 
a combination when one stops to think 
that a/large percentage of the vari- 
eties grown in western New York bear 
only every other year and are not the 
annual types of bearine which one w'll 
find in some other districts. The dis- 
advantages of diversification are very 
evident in the district in that there 
is not the same attention given to the 
production of high quality fruit that 
one will find where a man devotes his 

York. Last year, I was told, 120 va- 
rieties were harvested and this year 
it is estimated that at least 160 va- 
rieties will find their way into the 
market. : 

It would be wrong, however, for the 
reader to conclude that the average 
orchard in New York is simply a jum 
ble of varieties. Fifty percent of the 
apples produced in western New York 
are Baldwins and another 20% are 
Greenings, and of the remaining 30% 
there is a very.good sprinkling of 
such yarieties as King, Roxsbury Rus- 
sett, Duchess, 20 ounce,-Wealthy and 
Hubbardston. Most of these old, 
standard varieties which are pro- 
duced in this seetion are produced to 
a relatively high degree of quality; 
that is, as Baldwins go,.or Rhode 
Island Greenings go, New York’s 
quality is good. 

The district perhaps has been un- 
fortunate, however, in that they have 
centered their attention too much on 
varieties’ of only fair quality and 
varieties which tend to produce a crop’ 
only once in two years. The annual 

y bearers will bring in more money. One 
| man in the. district, who was wun- 
usually well posted, told me that over 
a series of years he made much more 
money out of Ben, Davis than anything 
else. He hated. to say so, but the 
Ben Davis produced him a crop every 
ear and he found a very good mar- 
et. They were good keepers and he 

really made more money from his Ben. 
Davis ‘blocks than he did from his 
Baldwins and his Rhode Island Green- 
ings. 

Probably western New York would 
| be better off if they would graft their 

trees over to about 15 varieties. The 
} varieties that it would pay to keep, 

| to put into new poating 
but which might not necessarily pay 

would prob- 
ably be as follows: Due ‘ s, Wealthy, 

} 20 Ounce, King, Rhode Island Green- 

In the shade of old apple trees 70 years old 

taining a moisture. supply under av- 
erage conditions in western New York 
is not difficult. The retentive nature 
ofthe soil, coupled with a good gen- 
erous supply of moisture, spread out 
well throughout the season, gives this 
section ordinarily sufficient moisture. 

Cover crops grow very nicely and 
in many of the old orcinnae which 
have been in clean tillage all summer 

growth was found in the 
middle of October; in fact, many of 
the orchards looked as though they had 
not been tilled at all during the sum- 
mer. Strong soil, abundant moisture, 
with good fall weather encouraged a 
strong cover crop. growth. 

Diversified Farming District 

Western New York is a_ typical 
diversified farming district. Orchard- 
ing is simply a side line with most 
farmers. typical farm perhaps will 
have 100. to 150 acres of farm land 
and only § or 10 acres are devoted to 

entire energy to fruit production. 
There is a carelessness about spraying 
and. growing high class fruits, which 
would put a specialist in a district 
where he was up against high freight 
rates entirely out of business. The 
neafby markets have a tendency also 
to encourage low quality production 
because there is a market in normal 
years for practically everything that 
is produced. 
fore, follow the line of least re- 
sistance and perhaps does not try hard 
enough to get a high percentage of 
A-1 fruit. There is some evidence, 
however, that this condition is greatly 

in western New York and a 
larger and larger number of growers 
are giving more atterition to thinning, 
spraying, careful pruning, and the 
ie de: oll of high class fruits. 

Too Many Varieties 

A large number of varieties of ap- 
ples are still grown in western New 

A grower will, there- t 

ing, Mackintosh, Wagner, Baldwin, 
Spy and Ben Davis. 

Pears and Peaches 

A heavy’ tonnage of rs is pro- 
duced in western New York; in fact, 
the Empire state is one of the heay- 
iest- producers of in the United 
States. Probably 85% of the plaat- 
ings are Bartletts and they grow a 
high quality Bartlett, not only for the 
general market but for canning. 
saw most excellent Bartletts taken out 
of storage in the. middle of October 
which were being shipped to canneries 
and they were in fine canning condi- 
tion. ith a higher development of 

is business so that the canneries 
could afford to put on a heavy ‘run, 
Bartlett pear growing ought to be 
very profitable. 

Probably about half the pears 
grown in western New York, how- 
ever, are Kieffers. They have been 

‘ productive, have been relatively free 
from blight and they have had up to 
the present time a good market, and 
the result is that variety has be- 
come a favorite. _/ : 

(Continued on page 17) 

Th p modern community packing plant at Medina, New. York 
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Unique Work in Horticultural Produ 

with two: ¥0 gallon copper steams 
jacketed. -eookers with sutomatis 

ROCERY stores of the nine- 
teenth century were concerns of 

bins and boxes. Customers were lim- 
ited largely in their choice of food to 
products “in season.” ‘The modern 
grocery, however, is a place of tins 
and glasses, and the aspiring hostess, 
desirous of giving a ti geen dinner” 
in November, is limi only by the 
capacity of her table. 

Behind those banks and banks of 
prepared food. products now familiar 
to every one, are endless — acres 
o*. farms, but between the “farms 
and the shelves of the corner grocery 
is an industry gigantic in size 
and phenominal in growth. The 
emning, preserving, and food , pro- 
cessing industry. began in the farm 
ktchens but has grown steadily 
cnd rapidly until now its annual out- 
put is valued at more than 1% billions 
of dollars. Founded on scientific prin- 
ciples, it has developed because of 
consistent advancement in that field. 
Improved commercial practices have 
fellowed close behind new discoveries, 
but these have, until recently, been 
dependent on private research. 

ew great industries—save perhaps 
farming itselfi—grew to such propor- 
tione without provision being made 
for. systematic investigation. of its 
problems with a view to working out 
practices for the_entire industry~to 

Oregon Agricultural College Offers Degree Course 

and Short Courses in Fruit Utilization 

By John C. Burtner 

sible. In response to this marketing 
need, canneries, driers, and dehydrat- 
ing plants have sprung up until 
Oregon alone has 72 such commercial 
concerns, Some of these are operated 
by private capital and many by co- 
operative associations of the growers. 

Well Equipped Plant 
In the heart of- this horticultural 

district the Oregon Agricultural col- 
lege is maintaining a $75,000. plant 

~ devoted entirely to the furtherance 
of this great industry so essential to 

follow. Not until three years ago was a j= 
school established anywhere, the sole 
purpose of which was to carry on and 
encourage research in the line of food 
products and to traim men to be lead- 
ers in this industry. 

Oregon the . Pioneer 
It fell to Oregon—as has so often 

been the case—to be the pioneer in 
this work. The Oregon Agricultural 
College in 1919 established as a part 
of its strong horticultural department, 
© section of horticultural products 
housec in separate buildings built for 

-the purpose. It became the first insti- 
tution in America to carry on research 
work in. scientific manner .on a scale 
adapted to commercial ae ag After 
three years the results to both the 
fruit and canning industries have 
more than justified the opinions of 
those instrumental in its founding. 
Many sections of the west are be- 

coming vast orchards as their peculiar 
itness for large scale, high quality, 

fruit production is more fully realized. 
The Pacific northwest is, furthermore, 
largely the exclusive place of produc- 
tion of certain fruits and ve les, 
notably Loganbeérries and broccoli. 
Distance to t centers of popula- 
tion for y markets is so great, 
however, that it is imperative that 
many of the products of fields and 
orchards be sent to market in their 
finished form or-as nearly so as. pos- 

Work in horticultural products is 
carried on in a $40,000 three-story 
brick structure designed and built. es- 
pecially for the purpose. Each part 
of the plant is given over to one par- 
ticular: phase of the work in instrue- 
tion, experimentation, or scientific 
research. 

The largest of these units is «the 
canning room, 70 by 80 feet, whith 
with the preparation room, 24 by 34, 
houses a complete set of modern can- 
ning machines, many of them loaned 
and ‘installed: by the companies that 

The famous Oregon: Tunnel Drier, built and operated solely for expefimental purposes 

the prosperity of the fruit. growers. 
Already this new section has given to 
the country the methods of Logan- 
berry juice manufacture, improved 
practices of prune and apple drying 
and séveral new products for utili- 
zation of what was. formerly con- 
sidered. waste in the fruit products 
industry, .Its work includes research 
in the field of fruit and vegetable 
canning, manufacture of preserves, 
jams, jellies; fruit juices. and fruit 
syrups, as well as extensive studies 
in the field 6f modern. dehydration. 
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make them:. Berger and Carter sy- © 
rupers, a Hawkins exhaust box, .and 
American’ Can Company sealing 
machines are in regular use. Prep- 
aration tables are a modification of 
the standard California type packing 
tables, with water piped to each.-The 
retorts have a capacity of 800 cans 
at one filling, eriabling the plant to 
turn out as high as 10,000 cans a day, 
a volume amply large enough for all 
purposes of commercial instruction or 
experimentation, 

@ preserving room is equipped 

o boiled in water until soft. It 

- eookers 
stirers. for use in making jams, jel. 
lies, preserves, and fruit butters. 
small 10 gallon. tilting: kettle and 25 
gallon aluminum cooker are used con- 
stantly by the students ‘in — that 
course, ¥80 -gallon glass lined 
vacuum kettle has recently been in- 
stalled for use in making high class 
_jams, jellies, and syrups. ; 

Utilizing Cheap Grades 
The question of utilizing the 

smaller and cheaper grades—of dried 
prunes became a matter of investiga- 
tion in the preserving department 4 
little over a-year ago and experi- 
ments were cond to discover 4 

tage. After repeated trials a prune 
butter, having much the appeardnce 
of apple butter but-possessing a dis- 
tinetive flavor, was hit upon. Its p 

| duction in commercial quantities sin 
that time has met with satisfacto 

To make this prune butter t 
dried ‘fruit may be either soaked first 

i Success, - 

n an 
er grinder, par-boiled till 

also pi Divene h the finisher. ne 
yle and Shana pulp is then put to-- 
1€ 7 7 ratio ty 4 pounds of 

‘pounds of prunes to 
is added 65 

soft, 

‘and _ cooled. 
ile fresh prunes do not make 

the product made from 
fruit met with such favo 

the. college fraternities and 
near the college us 

| the entire output of the “Hort” prema 
is is but one example, 

eof work the department, 

it Juice Equipment a 
The fruit, juice department i 
re with; a hydraulic press im 
stal 6 Baw Hydraulic Press Com= 
pany of: ae enya Ohio. Bad centric, 
fuge. used for clarifying juice wa 
loaned — by - the : 
Company and- a 0 

Made by the United States) 
Bottling Company. is-in regular use, 4 
Tanks necessary to: hold the juice are, 

vided and the product is’ prepare 
and | the 
in. lice 
‘ tcostieved on page 11) 



Are There Too Many ‘Spokes in the Wheel? 

peur wers singe weer 
_ why they seemingly get s a 
' small proportion of the con- 
ner’s dollar and they may conclude 
pit is som use 

people handling the fruit be- 
fit reaches the final consumer, in 
prt, that there are too many spokes 

the wheel. 
The fruit starts with a er, asso- 
ation, or local shipper, hauled by 

ck to a community packing house 
to the depot. Here the railroad 
es possession of it and carries it 
‘the destined market. The sales 

lay be handled by a large distributor 
9 sends fruit all over the United 
es, or it may be handled by some 
rer in some distant market who 
s it for a small brokerage, or it 
y go into one of the big auction 
kets where a jobber buys it, this 
yer may have ght the fruit or 
7 be ing it on commission di- 
from the producer. The jobber 

lay in turn sell it to a second jobber, 
io perhaps lives in a distant city and 
;man in turn may sell it to even a 

i jobber or wholesaler. Perhaps 
fruit finally goes to a peddler who 

mis it out to some suburb and sells 
.a retailer, the retailer finally sell- 

Fit to the consumer. 
fhile this may be an unusual case, . 
“much fruit passes through such 

annels and, every time it is han- 
id there is a profit for someone and 
overhead cost to be met. : 
‘Fruits and produce tonnage in this 

ntry has increased by leaps and 
nds. In 1899 the vegetables, canned 
lucts and fruit from the point of 

n represented 4,582,573 tons. In 
Site tote the patt 130,061 

; e or 
if years the to: varied be- 
sen 17 and 19 million tons at the 
m of origin. This resents 
tly a million cars of produce an- 

ts of consolidation. Take the 

there are too 

By C. I. Lewis 

the or and needy regardless of 
whether or not it breaks the farmer 
financially to do so. i 

The greatest salvation of the pro- 
‘ducer seems to be to organize in large 
groups because he is lost as an indi- 
vidual and he is going to become more 
and more a nonentity-as an individual 
as time goes en. He should organize 
a good, strong local and these locals 
can affiliate into centrals and develop 
a marketing organization of their own 
or can form connections with some 
big distributor or some bigi co-op- 
erative marketing agency. . 

The producer must work for consol- 
idation of tonnage because it is only 
by such a policy that he brings about 
reforms and benefits which are essen- 

tial. We have some splendid examples 
banana in- 

dust largely handled by one big 
cones. itty years ago the banana 

are was unknown. Today we consume 
from 45 to 50 million @ year. 
They are distributed to every hamlet 
in ‘the country and so sold that the 
producer, the handler, the retailer all 
make money and the consumer buys 
the fruit. at a fair figure. The orange 
is another good example. Probably 
15% of the oranges are either handled 
by the- California Fruit Ex e or 
the Florida Citrus Exchange. ese 
organizations have built up. strong 
marketing machines. The California 

raisin, prune, walnut and almond of 
that state are also examples of 
efficient marketing coming from the 
consolidation of tonnage.*This market- 
ing means wide distribution, the de- 
velopment of new carload markets, 
and relatively low overhead and sales 
cost.: They generally conduct an ad- 
vertising campaign and are gradually 
increasing per capita consumption, 
which .is essential to any fruit in- 
dustry. 

While the season for such fruits as 
raisins, prunes, oranges, etc. has been 
lengthened, on the whole the more 
districts that go into the production 
of fruits the shorter the season be- 
comes for any one district. Also as 
the varieties and types increase the 

shorter the season becomes for each. 
Apples must be largely out of the way 
by midwinter for by spring there are 
too many fresh vegetables and fruits 
arriving in the market. Thi per 
cent of the apples should be sold f. o. 
b. before they are harvested and at 
least 60% should be in the consumers’ 
hands by January ist. Coupled with 
this policy the producer must fight to 
get qualit pig yield because that 
means profit to him. 

Packing Costs 
Much money show, be oy Pn 

packing aulin, rui y a 
trucks to " cauteal fuildings. These 
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central buildings can be better 
equipped and are cheaper per unit 
than the small individual houses. 
There is a less number of rooms to 
keep in order, less number'of build-. 
ings to depreciate, and a much less 
capital is really invested. in the in- 
dustry. Likewise, a superior form of 
inspection can be carried on. Thus we 
gain efficiency, lower costs, and a bet- 
ter product, 

Transportation 
The lack of cars is a serious prop- 

osition. It is evident that the 113,000 
a cars are not enough to 
handle a million cars of. products, 
Much time and expense could be saved, 
however, by cutting down the number 
of cars dive , by saving demurrage 
and by establishing a marketing sys- 
tem which gives wider distribution 
and more f. o. b. sales. Transportation 
rates are too high. Undoubtedly, now 
that the railroads are beginning to 
make money again these rates can be 
reduced to pre-war figures by allow- 
ing the railroads to run their own 
business. Fruit growers all over the 
country should agitate this question 
strongly and see that transportation 
figures are eventually brought down to 
a reasonable basis, A great relief to 
the fruit industry could be brought 
about in that way. 

The Distributor 
One of the principal men in handling 

the fruit is called the “distributor.” 
_.He handles his fruit from some distant 

market. and sells it in the various 
markets of the ni egg As a class 
they are able men. me however 

e loud claims as to their efficiency 
as distributors*who ought to change 
their title to “concentrator.” They 
simply sell in three or four markets, 
make few f. o..b. sales. feel the 
markets from day to day. ey may 
auction now and then. They sell to 
obbers who in turn sell to other job- 

rs. Certainly such a distributor is 
of very minor benefit to the fruit in- 
ar and could easily-be done away 

The Broker 
The dried or canned fruit broker is 

a fixture, an essential part of market- 
ing machinery. Perhaps more so than 
the fresh fruit broker. There are, 
however, fresh fruit brokers in nearly 
wary cargpesan” who are very able men 
and who work. on a,narrow margin. 
They have built up a fine clientele. 
See f are efficient marketing agents. 

wy tage time of over supply, they 
may crowded however as they 
rarely have storage facilities. 

The Jobber 
The jobber has been too harshly 

criticised, from the producer to the 
consumer. the word “mid- 
dleman” is mentioned every one thinks’ 
of the jobber, on man or 
wholesaler and I use these three as 
representing the same type. He is not 
a profiteer in any sénse of the: word. 
Formerly great profits were made in 
the business but the past few years 
probably the profits dropped from 7 to 
10 per cent, A report recently got out 
by the International Apple Shippers 
would indicate a gross profit of about 
9.79%, leaving a net profit of only 
2.42%, but out of 9,476 cars which 
were recently handled they found the 
gross profit was only 3.16%, which 
when operatine are deducted 
means a loss of 2.39%, without count- 
ing salaries and interest on invest- 
ments, While these f are due 
purty to the facet the. 
usiness has-been goine th 

ss the jobber has coz 
for much unjust criticism. He is gen- 
enerally a vretty substan man and 
his rating can y be found out if 
one cares to take the pains. He is a 
hustler, puts in long hours and turns a 
tremendous amount of fruit into the 
ie se ge . He can be crit- 
i in some ways. es at times 
he encourages too many shippers to 

(Continued on page 12) 



A 

National Apple Convention 

ERTAIN fruits seem to be well stabi- 
2 & lized and are being sold each year in 

ever increasing quantities. 
to such fruits as the banana and the orange, 
which are in relatively few hands, the ba- 
nana being largely controlled by one com- 
pany and about 75 per cent of the oranges 
by two big co-operative associations, one in 
Florida, the other in California. 

Likewise the dried and canned goods busi- 
_ hess is being rapidly stabilized. The raisin 
business has.grown by leaps and bounds 
pnd, 8 yet capita consumption is increas- 
j ily 8 a 
This same cannot be said of the apple. 
This fruit is grown in every state of the 
Union, is marketed twelve months in a year 
and there has been no national policy 
worked out regarding its development. 
There is little being done to increase the per 
capita consumption, to develop new markets 
and to undertake the constructive policy 
which will. build up our apple orcharding. 
Perhaps one step which might be taken, 
which would be a step in the right direction 
and which might culminate ultimately in 
developing the apple along national lines, 
would be to call a national convention of the 
leading apple men of the country so that 
they p Be work out some definite policy. 
We have far too many varieties in almost 

every district. They should be reduced 
down to a commercial standard. The pack 
should be standardized. There is a great 
deal that can be done along the lines of dis- 
tribution, advertising, and educating the 
American public to the true value of the 
apple. It would be reasonable to organize 
the industry first along district lines, divid- 
ing the country into natural districts so that 
the growers in any one district could. get 
together at opportune times to discuss the 
problems and work out a definite construc- 
tive policy. Later representatives of the 
various districts could be called together 
_ could unify the work along national 

es. ‘ 
It will only be by concerted action that 

the apple will develop in the same way as 
the banana, the orange and the raisin. 

The Co-operative Conference 

HE first annual co-operative confer- 
ence is to be called in Washington, 
D. C., in-December. This is certainly 

a constractive step in the right direction. 
The co-operative bodies are becoming more 
and more a factor in American agriculture. 
Today nearly a billion dollars’ worth of 
products 

which can be used for good. It can assume 
the leadership in agricultural affairs. 

This conference called in Washington in 
December is to consider primarily the q 
tion of rural credits. It is well that they 
should do so, and they should work out a 
ae ot a ee the 
country will Then the nation : 
a caiten af rand eros! 

siis eche sollte question in any 

oe - £ 
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In addition to the question of rural cred- 
its, it would be well for this conference to 
consider the question of our foreign trade 
and it seems to us some steps could be taken 
to regain this trade. To what extent we 
can co-operate with Europe and other coun- 
tries is restoring this trade relationship. 

In addition to this meeting, which will be 
held annually in Washington, it would be 
well to organize the co-operatives into dis- 
tricts. All of those on the Pacific Coast, 
for example, could have an annual meeting 
which would be of great value to them, An- 
other.group in the south could meét in the 
same way, and those in the northeast.could 
likewise get together. 

The co-operative movement has now be- 
come thoroughly recognized by American 
bankérs and other business men as sound 
and constructive and of great benefit to our 
agriculture; in fact, the nation looks to the 
co-operative movement for leadership in 
solving the agricultural problems. 

Our Foreign Trade 

UR foreign trade in fruits and fruit 
QO products has always been the safety 

valve of our business. True it is that 
during years of light crops we shamefully 
neglected our foreign trade. Nevertheless, 
in years of plenty it was only by exporting 
a considerable portion of the crop that we 
kept the whole market in a healthy condi- 
‘tion. We are just beginning to realize how 
valuable this export market was to us now 
that we have largely lost it, and we realize 
that in the past too little attention was 
given in placing our foreign trade on a sane 
business plane. Great Britain has always 
been our best market and is so today. About 
65 per cent of the apples exported go to 
England alone and that country is a good 
market for large quantities of canned 
goods and dried fruits, especially prunes 
which are known there as plums. Lately a 
growing market for American raisins is be- 
ing built up throughout the British Empire. 

Certain countries in Continental Europe 
were formerly a very good market. Scan- 
dinavian countries have always been a fair 
market. Just before the war Germany was 
using an ever-increasing quantity of fresh 
apples, canned s and prunes; in fact, 
the annual importation of prunes from this 
country to Germany amounted to about 15 
million pounds annually and the year before 
the war broke out Germany bought 60 mil- 
lion pounds of American prunes. France 
has never been a very good market. Amer- 
ican horticulturists travelling through 
France report to us that good eating apples 
are ly scarce; that the French do 
not seem to know what such an apple is, as 
most of the apples produced in that country 
are cider stock. It would seem that there 
would be a very fair market in the large 
French cities for good American fruit. 

Possibly by all working together through 
some cen effort we can rebuild this 
trade. Possibly the big co-operative confer- 

gh. ence to be held in Washington, .D. C., in the 
- middle of December, can undertake a dis- 
cussion of this problem and help build up 
‘again our foreign trade in Europe. Mean- 

a 

while, let us do all that we can to enco 
foreign trade in fruits and fruit produ 
with South America, Australia and Ag 
While these markets may to a certain & 
tent be limited, still they have probably 
never been fully supplied and an even 
inereasing quantity of our fruit would f 
a good market in these countries. 

How to Diversify 

W: E ARE Publishing a number of a 
cles on diversification in fruit grows @ 
ing and it is easy to see that ther ® 

axe perhaps three schools represented whieh 
have divérgent opinions on the subject. The 
first is the school which believes in spe 
cfalization entirely, claiming that wherever 
fruit is combined with general agriculty 
that too often the fruit growing suff ors, 
and very ordinary or poor fruit is produceg 
which generally is unprofitable. hel 
there is a second school that believes if 
diversification but believes it should all 
along one line; that is, a man has talent gent 
or likings for one phase of agriculture; 
may be a live stock breeder, a dairyman, # 
grain grower or a fruit grower and hej 
rarely interested in more than one lines ‘ 0 

therefore if he diversifies, he should 
up similar lines. If he is an apple growé 
for example, he can grow some plum 
peaches, cherries, pears or berries rath 
than to launch out on some phase of géf 
eral agriculture, The third group belid 
that fruit growing carried on to the be 
advantage should always be aligned wil 
some general farming or other lines at least 
of agricultural activity, that in this way & 
grower will pass over lean years when, f 
cause of weather conditions he has lost hil 
fruit.crop. Probably differences of opinidl 
on this subject will occur for many yeal 
but like all similar questions, there is no om 
way in which to grow fruit. Probably 
many sections and with many men 
specialization will prove over a period of & 
years to be most profitable, but with oth 
it will prove unsafe to rely on that 
as they are financially unable to pas 
single lean year and because of their t& 
perament and surroundings in which & 
live, diversified fruit growing is by fart 
best. In some districts fruit growing 
general agriculture could be combil 
Dairying, for example, and prune growl 
or dairying and berry raising often seem 
fit in nicely. There is a question as tol 
much a man can diversify with a fruit} 
the apple or orange which requires gf 
skill, very close attention and which, t@ 
profitable must be grown to a high de g 
of perfection. E 

To determine whether or not it is bes 
diversify and, if so, how, each grower sh¢ 
study his own 0 conditions very ¢ 
fully and also analyze the results wi 
other fruit- growers in his community. 
securing possibly by different methods t 
his own. This is much more sensible 
to simply be overt ghee some See al 

poe faureeie DI a thousands of 
No set rule 
prove to be the best under all 
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The Home Vegetable Gaiden 

By J. W 
HE healthfulness of vegetables has 

tL long been admitted. They have 
en considered vaiuabie becuuse oi 

cir adding variety to the diet, be- 
wise of their bulk, which aids diges- 
on, and because of the desirable ef- 

is of their mineral salts. More 
cently an additional reason has been 
pund for the eating of vegetables. 
thas now been demonstrated that 
ry etables are rich in vita- 
aS, ese voarte discovered sub- 

es are absolutely essential to the 
ntenance of health; and it is now 
ted. that the free use ef vege- 

s is one of the best means of se- 
g an abundant supply of these 
h-giving substances, 
y people can buy vegetables in the 
et when they desire them. People 

fing in the country usually: grow 
their own vegetables or have their 
bles less fully supplied than they 
ould be. Theoretically a farmer or 

fruit grower may he able to go to 
often enough to secure ample 

s of vegetables for his table: 
e or PX cally this is not usually 

farmer or fruit grower 
ald by all meahs have a garden of 
own. 

The vegetables that are in 
an gardens have been developed 
y different countries and under 

ely different climatic conditions. 
This means that some thrive best in 
ol weather and some in hot; some 
nand a large quantity of moisture, 

id others are able to thrive even 
ugh the water supply may be auite 

sager. When an attempt is made to 
fow in the same garden various kinds 
“vegetables that normally thrive 

r different climatic conditions, it 
Wmecessary to adjust the times of 
inting to the climatic conditions of 
fyegion. In the North, cool sea- 
N crops will be planted at the open- 

ig of spring; in the South these sae 
ops are more often planted late in 
efall. In the North the planting of 
rm season crops must be deferred 
il late in the spring to avoid injury 
im frost, while in the South very 
ith earlier planting is feasible. 
_ Grow Quality Varieties - 

In selecting varieties of es 
tthe home garden special attention 
mld be given to securing sorts of 
stables that are capable of develop- 
2 product of high auality. While 
‘people. that there are 

ren oe in quality in different va- taj 
o sweet corn, not so 

1y : fact that similar 
en in quality occur in carrots 

db Due consideration should 
cf Lee tae ca a 
ties of vegetables may thrive 

; on than %n another. : are ouite small. 
th thed much more 

. Lloyd 
takes no more work to cultivate a gar- 
den planted in rich soil than one 
planted in poor soil, and the rewards 
for the labor expended are likely to 
be much greater in the case of the 
rich soil. 

It is unnecessary to expend very 
much time in hand labor in preparing 
a farm garden for planting. The reg- 
ular tools used in preparing the soil 
for field ‘crops can be used for the 
garden also and the horses made to do 
most of the work. Of course, it is 
necessary to use judgment as to the 
condition of the soil at the time the 
seed bed is being prepared. If the 
land is in the right condition for, work- 
ing—that is, neither too wet nor too 
dry—it is possible to prepare a seed 
bed sufficiently fine for the planting 
of carrots and onions by use of a 
plow, disk harrow, spik harrow, 
and plank drag. f course, if the 
land is allowed to dry out after plow- 
ing or after disking, or even after 
harrowing, it is impossible to break up 
the lumps by the successive use of the 
tools na However, if the prep- 
amation of the ‘seed bed is completed 
by the successive use of the various 
tools ‘without allowing time for the 
soil to dry out, an exceptionally fine 
seed. bed can be prepa: 

Use Long Rows 
To save labor in the care of a gar- 

on the farm it is wise to plant 
the vegetables in long tows, far 
enough apart to permit horse cultiva- 
tion. If certain vegetables are needed 
only in small quantities so that one 
row would provide more space than 
necessary to devote to one vegetable, 
two or three different kinds requirin 
the same general care may be plan 
in we rene 7. . 

n gene e ar ent of ve 
tables in the garden should be in 
order of planting. One advantage of 
such an arrangement is that the un- 
planted portion is always in one area+ 
and may readily be fitted for later 
planting by the use of horse tools. In 
arranging a garden, care s be 
taken to plant the proper quantities 
of each kind of vegetable to supply the 
table of the given family adequately 
but not superabundantly.. There is no 
use having a scarcity of certain vege- 
tables or a great excess of others. 

While much labor in caring for the 
garden may be saved 
horse tools for tillage, 

the rows while the plants are small. 
Furthermore, any weeds that appear 
in the rows should be pulled out while 

Thev can be 

than later and also do 
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Bean Combination. 

Potato and Orchard 

Sprayers | 

Designed prin ly for 
and other truck , quie 

Shard cpsere? te telaadae ae chard eprayer by re 
boom and attaching hose cntgun 
orrods. Ask about them. 

Spray — For Quality Fruit 

ON’T try to get along with a hand pump or a little family 
orchard sprayer if you have a commercial orchard of any 
size. You can't afford to. If you are going to keep your 

trees clean and produce first quality fruit you've got to have ade- 
quate spraying.equipment. You need an outfit that delivers plenty 
of pressure at the nozzels, has ample and dependable power, and 
with’ sufficient capacity to get the work done quickly and thor- 
oughly at just the right time. ; “ 

No matter how large or how, small your acreage, there's a Bean 
in the 1923 line that will exactly meet your requirements. This 
season we've combined high pressure; big capacity, and ample 
power in outfits of’surprisingly light weight and at very low prices. 
We also offer.a new type of Dig a construction to avoid tear- 
ing off the lowest-hanging fruit. Big wheels and wide tires placed 
directly under the tank on the larger outfits make them easy to 
start and easy to haul. At the same time we've retained all the 
sturdy dependable features which have distinguished Bean Sprayers 
for 38 years. 

Send the coupon for our new catalog which ins these new 
outfits and important improvements in detail and describes the en- 
tire Bean line of Orchard, Truck, Potate and Combination Sprayers. 
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Last season, in California, in one of the worst freezes in 

citrus history, orchard heaters saved millions of dollars’ 

worth of fruit. And that fruit sold at fancy prices, return- 

ing the entire cost of heating many times over. 

Not only crop but trees as well 
are saved by proper heating. 

ed over and 
has been 

in an up-to-date way. The 
principles of frost protection 
are sim and available to 
everyone. 

ew 

arg on heater 
desi been done. 

en you you buy a oe 

ee American Can B neers in 
you buy a heater of advanced de- 
sign, and in actual 
service under all sorts of condi- 
tions. You know set do what 
it is supposed to — protect 
your orchard. 

Hundreds of thousands of these 
sa are in service in Cali- 

pee a Cali- 
pea Benge teen Exchange, 
after ert 8 study of Sale all trwee ot 
orchard heating appliances over 
a period of ten*years or more. 

The Scheu Heater won out on 
effectiveness, cost, weight, dura- 
bility and capacity. 

For deciduous fruits, too. 

Almost every spring deciduous 
orchards suffer heavy damage 
from late frosts. Orchard heating 
will protect apples and peaches 
just as well as oranges and 
lemons. It will, pay deciduous 
fruit growers to study California 
in this respect. 

Where to get information 

From the American Can Com- 
pany and its orchard heater 
agents you can get all the infor- 
mation you need on successful 
orchard Toating methods. Write 
ied the nearest address given 

ow. 

— _ tated aries of 
ent 

Teena 
means ade, backed by of the 

shies highest aged backed oneot of 
the he a 

American. Can | Company 

* ORCHARD HEATER DEPT. 

Orchard Heater Agents 
Pacific Coast States— 

W. C. SCHEU 
Los Angeles, California 

eS Oe Sc mp me we oe ae oe ow ad 

toe Ohio 

PIET VLAG 
‘West Tampa, Florida 

Ce eo rs 2 

and their Sotto 

__ by, Boul C Stark 

———— 

Top-Working Trees 
HAVE just gone back and re-read the 

article on top-working trees by W. 
O. Dutton in the February, 1922, Ameri- 
can Fruit Grower Magazine ‘and am 
going to avail myself of your offer for 
urther information on this subject. I 
want to learn what I can and what I 
can’t do in the way of top-working 
large bearing trees. Also want infor- 
mation on packing sheds and storage 
winter) for an orchard of 1,000 to 2" 
00 barrels that is sold locally.—R. 

L., Wisconsin. 
yor do not give full information 

about top-working your trees. Of 
course, an old tree is much more dif- 
ficult and requires more labor to top- 
work than the younger tree. Each in- 
dividual tree has to be given special 
and individual attention. Sometimes 
it will pay to top-work, other times 
it may not. 

On medium young or moderate age 
trees where you have an unprofitable 
variety, I would say it would cer- 
tainly pay to top-work. 
The efeft graft method is best to 

use in top-working apple trees. Usu- 
ally top-working on a limb from one 
to two inches in diameter is better 
a trying to top-work on a larger 

In bo elas 3 a tree, I would pre- 
fer- an early bearing variety that 
would come into bearing quickly after 
top-working and then there would not 
rots much time and as many crops 

In regard to packing sheds and stor- 
age houses, I would suggest that-you 
write the ‘following parties who have 
splendid storages on their poe and 
in going through these, I 
impressed with the sound prineiplés o 
on which they are built——Mr. James 
Craig, Rosecliff Orchard, Waynesboro, 
Virginia, and Connecticut Valley Or- 
chards, Westminster, Verr Vermont. 

Using y Fillers 
PLEASE one te me regarding the use 

of fillers in between permanent trees 
in. my apple orchard. o you recom- 
mend them? If so, what is 
filler for my section?—G. 8. T., 
York. 

HE filler egg depends on the 
individua the man setting 

out an orchard will cut the trees out 
when they get too large and begin to 
crowd the permanent trees, the filler 
method is very efficient and very 
profitable. 

I talked with an eastern horticul- 
turist, whom I consider one of the 

gia men in the country, and 
he told me that if he were planting 
an orchard in the state of New York, - 
or under similar conditions, he would 
plant his trees 40 ft. apart and then 
put fillers in between, making the 
whole planting 20 ft. apart, square 
method for apples. He claimed he 
would get more efficient use of his 
ground and get much heavier produc- 
tion in earlier years. 
With permanent trees planted 40x 

40, it would require 27 trees to the 
acre, but, by using fillers in between 
the trees so that the planting would 
be 20x20, 109 trees could be planted. 
to the acre. Most of the fillers could’ 
probably be left in until they were 
15 or 16 years of age and if early 
bearing varieties are used, it can be 
easily seen how much more profitable 
the orchard would be in early years. 
The-fillers could be taken out at dif- 
ferent times, taking out half one year 
and the rest a few years later. 

In my own orchard, I have fillers 
planted, using early bearing varieties 
of apples. In sections where peach 
growing is a leading industry or 
where you have a good local market 
and peaches do allt they make good 
fillers. The fillers do not require any 
more cultivation than the permanent 
trees and, of course, do not take up 
my more land by planting. 

the best 
New 

have been - 

How to Prune 
I WOULD be very much pleaseaa 

have your advice on how and 
te property rune the ring’ of 19dg 
trees, 1921 and s 922, 
set oyt Delicious and en Delicipi 
apple, one and two sor Ark Gold 
et + and Bartlett pear; tark Haris 
erta, J. H. Hale, Red ae rd Cling, 

reka, and arcane October peag 
America, Gold, and Omaha plums. Dj 
not prune these trees I set out in 19% 
These trees have ee Poe Oe maa 
rowth from 2 to 5 f 
ca, and Gold plum sid tote the ar 
est growth. Each tree han about § 
6 shoots from 4 to 65 ft. long. Apr 
eaches, and pears have grown 2 

I am using Scaleside in fall 
early spring as a dormant spray 
Sulfocide and combinations for fun 
and insects for summer sprays. = 
R.—New Jersey. 5 

N REGARD to the pruning of y 
‘apple trees, this pruning v 

largely of a corrective nature. 
is, with the idea of preventing ¢ 
bad crotches, crossed limbs, or { 
many branches in a certain space. T 
peomnn in recefit years s bea 
toward less heavy pruning, sim i id. 
ing the tree to correct. any . 
rangement of branches or ban ¢ 
and very moderate headin Rat q 
is the concensus of opinion of ¢ 
scientific horticulturists, as well” 
the orchardists, that pruning prél 
tices have. been too severe and f 
this severe pruning has a tende 
to delay the fruiting of aed 
There is too little space to g 
full details, but the following "bia 
oe are the ones that I am ff 
wing in my own orchard and ha) 

found them very satisfactory.  § 
Ps am using the modified leader ¢ 
Baca for my ap wad ie 

walected branches, 
tribute as evenly as Bow <4 ad , 
downy the trunk and around the trum 
I hae tried to picture the tree ag 
will eauce fi _ agssh and have aim 
to produce a limb to fill out the va 
ous These main limbs 
heen back very little dum 
the first two or three years. ¥ 

The Delicious, which you ment 
is rather an uprieht grower and 
this reason, I have done very li 
heading back but have allowed | 
terminal bud to grow out during’ 
first several years. This has rest 
in the Delicious being more 
ace tree than would have b be 

Agree if I had headed them Bi 
severly when the growth would ha 

more upright. ¥ 
In order i pases heavy beai 

in the center of the tree, I have 
ed back some of the center bran 
during, the month of June. 
small light ‘branches will pre 
more or Jess fruit spurs and 
cause a vy production in thes 
ter of the tees, particularly while: 
tree is young. Later on, they 2 
have to removed. 4 

Each main branch is developed ¥ 
side branches, similar in many. 

to the main trunk of the 
cae _ — er o- gee ; 

produce from 9 6 
eee evenly distributed fra 

of in about 24 in. of the gm 
jo a 5 or 6 ae from the grou d | 

leader is cub) 
Be to the way it is ham 
‘in 7. oe head poe ith a su 

th good strong ¥ 
aieeeed Gade branches, a strdl 
production is gotten than witht 
open head type where most ol 
froteien come out close together, 
not let. too many branches gro¥ 
your apple trees as they will te 
make a bushy type and that .is 
w 3 rong idea. 7g 

In your age os and plums, 
shout. ‘oe . a 



en machinery is 

ot atorbe-a on and the “part 
building given over to this_is 

ed with the largest scientifi- 
g constructed tunnel drier for in- 
yational purposes inthe United 

tes. It has a capacity of ad 
ands of fruit at one filling, 
ea heated, and operates on the Se 
culating draft gern ante er 
ve and humidi as aaa 
matic Taglibue "Taplr 
trols. _The fans are operated a 

orse power variable speed sre 
Pecctot. 

Oregon Tunnel Drief 
fhe Oregon Tunne? drier, as it -is 
y known, was desi ignek ‘and built 
‘members of the Oregon wed 0 
nt station staff. It pro 
eessful in turning out a- sy rs ili 
duct in a much reduced drying 
ie that requests for plans for its 
struction have been.received from 
n} parts of the world. Blue prints 
: ther i a sent by request 

: linois, Fl da, and Austri. 
PAustralia, while ye intetested 
it have come from California and 

neighboring states -to examine 

“majoring in horticultural 
may now take a four-year 

ree course and one — work 
ra paneer ®. e as Oo men 
we already done. Courses offered 
| not with the actual practice 

Blo ‘ith the ecientite principles ® wmderlyir ied? subjects include . ese 
in chemistry and bacteriol- 

i iriiee and vegeethias alt enae 
fruits. — yes e oh and non 

cia! pr cg is laid on research 
looking to the transforming of 
products into: confeetions, oils, 

food materials. 

effort to working out Some means. 
a le pomace other, than 

LO E fe feed rhhe The. to of his 
| was ” pei fontoaiion gion 

and pleasing in form and flavor 
_ to meet with no little 

| installa- 
another phase 

work given. This includes a 
a Roo pled orninae # bes 

@ preservation: o: 
" All methods advocated are 

ise accepted in commercial 
pin vol hg mind ita 

uction of plants | 

engage the last week in June. mye 

ici ent “until capable “of handling 
a ool alone without an 

udlaane aa of Bein! industry 
overlooked as is realized 

£ onnére cmt ers, and 
omen of commercial gee th 9 
® continue four weeks and are 

ey 

ractice,* 
ssibility 

specialization is attemp 

Graduates in Demand . 
Men graduated from this section of 

the horticultural : department: can go 
at once into good positions, They are 
strongly advised however, upon leav- 
ing to enter some plant work up 
from the bottom, which may be done 
Has ty In this- way they can. estab- ae 

themselves and show their ability 
pote better than if a positions 
were accepted at first, e demand 
for. graduates. has. always exceeded 
the supply thus far and 
continue. 

The first man graduated from hor- 
ticultural products has been given a 
contract for the coming year at a 
much increased salary an sg 
on the year’s profits. Others are, 
without “27 Sheba doing well in their 
chosen field 
‘Instructional work of the depart- 

ment is in charge of E. H. Wiegand 
who organized the work: soon after 
the course was established. Profes- 
sor Wiegand received his training at 
the University of Missouri where. he 
was graduated in horticulture. Fol- 
lowing that he had 13 years of actual 
eannery experience in 
ing. that time he ae operenet an orchard, 

ch gave him be Agee in’ the 
— and handling end a the 

“ 3.68 ll ad te of- the M ell, a graduate o on- 
gricultural college, is chief as- 

3 sry “ Professor iegand. Mr. 
Bell has had actual experience in jam 
and jelly manufacture in Oregon as 
a sonsianentse wens a 

managemen: r 
Valley, in Montana, He took - his 
master’s degree under Professor Wie- 
gand in 1 Rage was put in as as- 
sistant in the department that: fall. 

If past . ye and the 
present predictions of leading men 
mn_the industry may be taken as a 
guide, the geht roducts. sec- 
tion of the Oregon A tural col- 
lege is only at the be ing of a 
long period of usefulness and service. 
Situated as itis in the midst of a 
16 million dollar fruit industry where 
canneries- and © related. plants are 
springing up .over...night, -there is 
every reason to believe that it will 
remain for many years the center of 
scientific instruction and in 
the field of fruit products. 

Strawberry Crank 
(Continued from pgge 3) 

soms as fast as they appear. It is a 
tedious job, especially, with the ever- 
bearing varieties but it positively 
must be done day after day until they 
cease to appéar, liao ta 
¢ase:of the eve “to about 

weather 
is very ay I ‘have found it advisable 
to keen all fruit buds picked off until 
the middle of July or even later. 
We are often asked which varieties 

ate best or most profitable; This is a 
difficult question to answer. There are 
#0 many excellent varieties’ that it 
would be hard to say which is best. I 
will venture to say that there is no 
“best” variety — all purposes. I 
have grown perha over a score of 
different varieties but am now grow- 
ing only four spring, or once-a-year 
varieties and two of the best known 
everbearers, 

Although we are 
other kinds of fruit 

it is poor; in tact, it will nok grow 
corn without fertilizer, but I am 

oe gone crops of strawberries on 
with verv little fertilizer. I 

ae behion 

ids well to |: 

Copyright 1922, by Tne Govayear Tire & Rubber Co., Ine. od 

OODYEAR Spray Hose gives long, 

satisfactory service, uninterrupted by 

frequent delays for repair. Itis easily handled, 

so that more and better work can be done. 

And, because it lasts longer, it costs leas to use 

than ordinary hose. 

This stout, long-lived hose is: made with a 

thorough knowledge of the-service in which 

it is used. It is protected against scraping, 

dragging and weather by a tough, thick 

cover, Its body is strong to resist the high 

pressure required to produce vapor at the 

nozzle. 

The tube of Goodyear Spray. Hose is made 

from a scientifically prepared compound that 

resists the deteriorating action of strong 

solutions. 

Insist upon-Goodyear Spray Hose when you 

buy new hose. And see that any new spraying 

apparatus you may select has this dependable 

hose as equipment. 

If -your dealer hasn’t Goodyear Spray Hose 

in stock, write to Goodyear, Akron, Ohio, or 

_ Los Angeles, California, 

Goodyear. Means Good Wear 



harrowing scene of the eruci 
he is often borne from the stage 

In. 1930 he will be too old to repre. 
sent the character or support th 
fatigue of the part. It is expec 
that his cousin, also a Lang, who came 
within one vote of election to Anta 
part this year, will succeed to 
most honorable and coveted role. 
was chosen for the part of Naths 
and has a splendid stage presence’ 
He will make a worthy successor tg 
Anton Lang. It is a distinguished 
family, and there must have been g 
dozen ge altogether in the per” 

i cluding the. chorus § 

These pictures are beautifully 
staged, and on that particular day 
shafts of sunlight fell, as if by specia} 
order of an artist, just on the mos 
effective spots, lighting up the faces 
and figures of men, women and chi 
dren who wore the simple but in 
tensely ‘colorful costume of the time 
and tribe they represented. There ig 

Site —— and song ees dae he ry ¢- 
ae, e ° ° s between each act; nearly a hum 

The t conditions in the business of the farmer dred-‘musieintw wud singers and soni 

and in the fertilizer industry call for serious thought. times as many as several hundreds 

Both are going through a readjustment period, with cites” “Tas ettads save nce aa 
its ps and doubts, most interesting but also exquisitely 

i artistic. : 

The farmer may well ask whether he is using the most prof- ek Jo Niles Mont thle ie at dog 

itable fertilizer. The fertilizer salesman may well inquire mountain village, unvisited by the 
whether he is selling the kind that will do the farmer the outside world for long intervals af 

years and then becoming for a brief 
most good, and lead to larger sales in the future. season the center of interest for pag 

During the war pawites soni not get Potash, and the use | = thoughtful friend how he-explalll 
i i the extraordinary. perfection of thei of acid phosphate incre Central Europe could not get the exteserninasy, perfection. of tay 

phosphates, and the use of Potash Salts increased. Today it was because they had always serv 

lenty of Potash can be had at less than pre-war prices. Now their own God. I like to think sj 
but when I consider our own mom 

is the right time to restore the balance by using more Potash remote ‘farel papalatseng seek Aca 

in the fertilizer formulas than the average amount used estimate how many centuries it would 
take them to develop anything nea 

before, 5 to 10 per cent. = ae, I do i like to push 

Crops take from the soil very much more Potash than phos- “hese people certainty have the 
phoric acid. On any soil where Potash has been profitable it vantage of good looks, and this 14 

‘is not unreasonable now to use at least as much Potash as Guilty of their lives, Many of a 

hosphoric acid,. Ask the fertilizer agent for prices on this Tae were extraordinarily hendei 

nd of goods, and rebuild your soil while Potash is cheap. The Mare was lovely beyond won 

Recently it has been shown that a lack of available magnesia cekgiee women. isla eed tc 

causes serious inj to oe crops on some soils, out, among #0 much exeellence, thal 

German Kainit and Manure Salts furnish this soluble mag- CL tees ey facta hot 

nesia without extra cost, : struck, The reserve which nevyén 
overaccentuated a situation, was @ 

SOIL & CROP SERVICE, POTASH SYNDICATE simireble. as the completeness 

42 mina H. A. HUSTON, Manager Feeling as I do about these peop 
way . ‘ New York City and their performance, it was " 

_ Ask for POTASH—Buy POTASH-Use POTASH | American. paper. lt stated that | 
; Pope, having head disquieting rumot 

Whe RGa ie wt 

wt 

abit, as Setst? 3 ss 

ha 

something akin to disgust that I 

of the sanctity of the perfo 
being smirched by the’ profiteer 
spirit of the performers, had sent 
syecial emissary to learn the tru 
‘The emissary returned and, with | 
shakes of the h reported that 

true. For which re 

or a ban, or something of that id 
forbidding the play to be given 

Among them all, it seemed most future save in the présence of mon 
The Play at Oberammergau - snr‘. S'us'iens “Wie mos = ee 

have been their emotions’ as they 
By Mary Lee Adams witnessed the scene in which the- un- force this play 

ididbehebbei LE LLULTI UU tC OC ete Or tren 

ies : in spreading the spirit of st, 1 willing Pilate at last yielded to the i shetee te all Fonue Yaa (Continued from November) “i: can! 

But there were come. tears, not bible, “Parthians and Medes and people, and in doing so said “I cannot ether of the Roman Catholic chy 
amites, and the dwellers in Meso- understand these people. But yester- Fo. fle wean a a 

potamia and‘in Judea and Cappadocia, day they acclaimed him as their King “Another report which up: 
in Pontus and Asia, Phrygia and and today they demand his cruci- tine I have heard neither 

of Libya about Cyrene, and strangers, Pontius Pilate himself was a noblé peasants, ‘ha lost such a la 
figure, and interpreted his part faith- sum of money h this summ 
fully yet with a skill that made one performance, are 
see elie then despise him. Anton “unwillingness 

Miduitustiy’ ‘beatiital opeeee< santana Belk 

perfect dignity, sweetness, 

teat * Ce See 



-. Rehandling Charges. 
These are one of the most aggrava- 

ty eamemgreigy ag te targa game n agg y 
» tremendous. © Whenever fruit 
nges from one hand to the other, 
mever it has to be trucked, un- 

aded, reshipped, there is a 
nendous cost wi mounts and 

punts and undoubtedly this is one of 
items. which ual 

a LEO of 

that 
im he 
The 

ahd’ decay, which 
ig a he feels 

that he cannot sell far less. He needs 
educated_along the lines of a 

big turnover and a narrow margin and 
this can be brought about by intel- 
ligent co-operation and work but it is: 
going to take lots of hard; work to do 
it. Occasionally his profits are'too high, 
Recently this summer we traced the 
sale of pes. A four basket crate 
which wholesaled at $1.25 a crate, the 
retailer charged 2 yet a basket. Now 
from the _— the producer this 
was 300% but if you-always work on 
the basis that there is never more 
than 100%, then this man made 75%; 
but whether he made 300 or 75 
cent it is immaterial. The fact remains 
that he bought something for $1.25 

d or it for $5.00, or a margin 
of $3.75 to meet his overhead expenses 

profits, This-is an exaggerated 
ease possibly and is not. typical but 

per. 

ot ee mage tere des into the re- 

~ the retail business. Two or three years 
oom prune growers on the Pacific 

were trying to get 5 and 6 cents 
vb 2 for their prunes, some of the 

lers were asking 50 to 35 cents a 
pound. The big chain stores came in 
and offered two pounds of small prunes 
for 25c, or af ety of large ones for 
— and brought prunes into consump- 

n. 
There are far too nar Sanat in 

the country. Charles C. King recently 
writing in the “Produce Dealer” of 
Spore geen says that there are 
3,000,000 retailers in the United 
States, or one person in twenty is in 
the retail business. A report from 
the retail grocers of Pennsylvania 
shows that in the United States there 
are 835,212 groceries or delicatessens. 
This is exclusive of fruit stands, and 
peddlers, but this means-one of these 
stores for eve-y seventy families. 
There .are 24,000,000 families. in the 
country. 

There is far too. much competition, 
» too many buildings, too many clerks, 
too many overheads, too great an in- 
vestment. The number in the whole- 
sale trade has been reduced since: the 

s with three 
sone can .estab- 

a business. 
“business has 
from the Ital- 

latter knows 
little or nothing about the fruit which 
he sells, often does not know the va- 
rieties, but he is interested and will- 
ing to be educated and wants to learn. 

Too Many Handlers 
We have shown’ that there are too 

many retailers and wholesalers in the 
game and more and more are getting 
into it. The-number is increasing very 
es pom and must materially decrease 
before-relief comes. The number of 
distributors has increased 50% in the 
last twenty .years,.while the number 
of producers’ has decreased. If this 
keeps on in another score of .years 
there will be as many handlers as 
growers; that is, there wili be as manv 
im the non-productive distribution 
work as_ there are in the productive 
work. This isa bad economic situa- 
tion. Parcel Post 

This hag been a big disappointment 
to-the producer. It is very limited and 

(Continued on page 15) 

or four hundred 

are undoubtedly at times they 
ve been higher than is nécessary. 

The Wholesale Market 
Taken by and large ‘the average 

“wholesale market of the American 
ties is not an éfficient proposition. 

‘It is congested, facilities have long 
nce been outgrown, the methods of 
ndling are antiquated and nsive. 
man well acquainted with job-. 

ng trade recently told me that in one 
the largest American cities there 
probably a million dollars worth 

f products stolen*a year, and 
visits these congested districts it 

easy to see how this can be brought 
bout. There is uch handling by 

power, too much rehandling, too 
uch redistribution, which is the re- 

it really of too much. concentra- 
on in distriets where facilities are 
t ample to handle the products in 
‘way they should be handled. It is 
atifying to know, however, that 

steps are being taken to remedy this 
ondition and we can expéct: in the 

few Page much relief from this 
urce. course, we can conclude 
wever that it costs far too much to 
die the food after it reaches a 

typical big city. Si 
; The Auction 
Nearly alb the -fruit. which is im- 

ed inte this country is sold in the 
big cities ge ye = auction. - hema 
large per cent e oranges in sea-. 
board markets are sold so but not in 

rries, cherries, peaches, pears 
fd other pe is moved 
‘ough auction channels. The auction 
eapable of moving a huge tonnage 
ia short time to many buyers at a 

cost. -Apple growers have never 
that. the 

low-is probably the most ir- 
Fesponsible of any connected with the 

fuit business. He does not care about 
cer, the consumer or any- 

ne else connected with the future of | 
industry. He is often a man whose 

*ss ethics. are more or less ques- 

e. ill —t° - he 

' ona row margin but too 
oking for profits which |. 

Of course, his. costs 
wit nevertheless he is not a 

ASSMAN 
such things are happening very fre- 

GIvEs CompPreTe coverace— Ordinary 

Apples and Apple Branches 

Sprayed with Arsenate of Lead— 

From Actual Photographs 

| 

KAYSO—The Casein Spreader 

Spreads the Spray and Makes It Stay 

RaAIs&s MARKET VALUE OF FRUIT—Blotches of poison 
y collects in drops on smooth sur- 

et Sialic sinlon, tetachen, leaves and 
_- fruit, leaving large unprotected spaces be- 

tween. Kayso enables you to cover your trees com- 
pletely with a protecting film of spray, leaving no 
unprotected spaces. 

KAyso KEEPS SPRAY FROM WASHING OFF —Rains wash 
isons and destroy the efficiency of your 
pa will hold the poisons on yout trees 

er the ordinary spray washes off. 

off the 

sprays. 
long. 

- KAYS0 MAKES SPRAYING MORE ECONOMICAL — Because 
of increased spreading and wetting properties a tank 
of spray pr = Arps more trees than 
ordinary spray. Kayso reduces waste of epray by 
preventing it from ing in drops and rolling 
off the smooth surfaces of fruit, leaves and bark, 
leaving them unprotected or only partially protected. 

cause mottled coloring of the skin, making the fruit 
unsightly and producing spray blemishes. Kayso 
spreads the spray in an even s the fruit 
to-color“fully and reduces arsenical burns. 

FOR DORMANT SPRAY 

The dormant spray kills by contact. The micro 
scopic spores of Brown Rot, Scab, Curl Leaf and 
Sari-Jose Scale on the uncovered: spaces will row 
and infect thé whole tree. 

Kayso makes the drops of y run together, 
vice poison into the s: pt where the 

tion in winter keeps the poison 
an readily washing off. 

Send for new Descriptive Circular. 

CALIFORNIA CENTRAL CREAMERIES, INC. 

-195-Franklin Street - » New York 

SAN FRANCISCO * CHICAGO. - LOS ANGELES 

DEALERS who have not already stocked Kayso— 
should take notice that Kayso is used throughout 
the United States, Be ready to supply your trade. Co lence invited 

Ask your dealer, or send coupon to New. York Office 

age KAYSO, sufficient for 200 gallons of spray. 
A-t 

Name 

Enclosed please find 40cents. Mail me sample pack- 

. Address 
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FoR SPRAYING, PAINT! NG, 
WHITEWASH 

Perhaps you have but a few fruit 
a small orchard or vine- 

spraying activites may be,-the i : 
—. PEE ee iee-MYERS SPRAY 

styles and sizes to fit any need 
Spray 

wAHEE3 

332 8. DIVISION AVE., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 

Play Safe! 

Protect Your Trees and Frait with 

Frosts and freezes, it is estimated, cost American 
fruit growers an annual loss of sixty million dollars. 
Much of this will be avoided when growers take proper 
eter poet ys 
ection in orchards an 

by using approved methods of frost pro- 
groves. 

Skinner Coke Heaters are effective in ‘preventing 
frost damage to fruit trees. e 

tests under attual frost conditions. Properly value in 
They have proven their 

cared for they will last for at least ten years. 
Light and easily handled, the cOnstruction is simple 

and the 
storing 

may be readily taken apart for oiling and 
uring the Summer, ‘Skinner Coke Heaters are 

short clean. Only a clean white smoke is emitted for a 
while after they are lighted, no soot or dirt. 
They are economical. Skinner Coke Heaters are the 

lowest priced on the market. They cost less than one- 
third as much to operate as ordinary heaters. aes 
They are quickly lighted. A special torch supplied 

with the heaters, enables one man to light “a.great 
many heaters quickly. A specially constructed pocket 
in the grate makes lighting easy, ; — 

Skinrer Coke Heaters have long burning capacity. : 
They will burn with maximum efficiency for ten hours 
and require no further attention during the night. 

Radiant heat only will keep. Jack Frost-at a safe 
distance. The radiating surface of Skinner Coke Heat- 
#rs is large and throws off a terrific volume. of heat. 
Radiant heat from coke is two and one-half times as 
great as that from oil, *, 

GET THIS ATTRACTIVE ILLUSTRATED BOOK FREE 
An attractive little book, giving valuable 

Heaters, .is y about 
posteard will do. 

SKINNER MACHINERY CO., irra st, DUNEDIN, FLORIDA 
: ile Ne Mee pW i <A Mets es heer “ 

data regardi 
ours for the asking. te for your copy now. 

~~ Skinner Coke Heaters 

frosts and telling you peed 

| site when there are plenty of other N. Y. 

The New Somerset Apple 
I AM Penang you a small box of apples 

of a kind am raising on my farm, 
I call it Somerset after the name Of 
this county. Its season is from Septem- 
ber first to November. It is a Vigorous 
growing tree. If grafted on a tree it 
will bear the third year. I have had 
these trees eighteen years and they 

. have never failed to bear a fair crop of 
apples. The hard winter that we had 
afew years ago, which killed all of the 
Kings and Baldwins in this. part of the 
country, did not kill my Somerset. “The 
blossoms are large and open lIate. I 
could send you a few-scions. of these 
trees next winter or spring. In the in- 
terest of humanity these trees ought to 
be grown largely. Please let me Know 
what you think of my Somerset apple. 
—Subscriber, North New Portland, Me. 

C. A. Green’s Reply: The: box of 
large and beautiful red apples came 
to me in prime condition. I cannot re- 
member when I have seen a more at- 
tractive .box of apples.. I am not 
familiar. with this. variety. I have 
never heard of it before. It is of -good 
quality. It is somewhat ovér. ripe 
at this moment, therefore does not in- 
form me whether it should be graded 
of the — quality. The flesh is 
tender. It is just such an “pele as 
any fruit lover would long to have in 
his possession. Possibly it may not do 
as well elsewhere as it does in your 
locality. It may or may not bea new 
opple. There are so many varieties 
of apples in this country it is almost 
impossible to keep track of them all. 
Varieties of apples may be grown in 
certain localities for years and the 
authorities never receive any informa- 
tion regarding them. 

It would indeed be a pity to have 
this variety disappear when you give 
up its cultivation, therefore if you will 
send me a few scions I will gladly see 
that the variety is perpetuated, unless 
something oreseen happens, it. or 
me. Scions can be gent most safely 
by mail in April. 
. ‘We find there are two other Somer- 
set apples, one from New York-state 
and the other from Maine. Yours may 
be one of these. 

Hardy Nectarines 
[ 8END you a few specimens of abso- 

lutely hardy nectarines that origi- 
nated on our farm. Last year, 1921, we 
had. a heavy snow storm and freeze 
when these nectarines were in’ bloom 
for the first time, and while all of the 
other fruit blossoms were killed and we 
h nothing, the nectarine blossoms set 
and the trees were loaded. I send these 
specimens to you because you are a 
nurseryman who has brought. out so 
many valuable new varieties and f 
thought you might be interested in it, 
—Subscriber, Pine Ridge, N. Y. 

C..A. Green’s*Reply: Please accept 
thanks for your kindness in sending 
me the two varieties of nectarines. 
This is a very interesting fruit. It is 
a’pity it is not better-known in this. 
section of the country and more 
largely cultivated. Generally -it is 
found difficult to produce good crops 
of nectarines. erhaps some ~such 
varieties. as yours may lead to more 
extensive culture. 

Fruits on Exhibition 

I HAVE. just returned from a visit 
‘% an exhibition of fruits and other 

ae ee products at Rochester, N. 
. .On viewing the tables and> the 

specimens piled upon them I could not 
help saying to myself how thankful I 
should be that live in a land 60 
roductive of the best gifts of nature 

n: the way of wholesome and attrac- 
tive fruits’ My attention was partic- 
ularly called to the Alexander apples, 
which were the largest of any on éx- 
hibition. They were. a beautiful color 
and would tempt anyone to buy if ex- 
po on the fruit stands. Unfor- 
tunately this variety is of poor qual- 

y should we plant such va- 

varieties that are not only beautiful 

but delicious in quality? But la 
things are sought after by the i” 
ex: I remember many yéarg" 
ago seeing on exhibition a variety of 
apple called the Fillbasket. They are” 
almost as.large as small pumpkins. 7 
immediately secured scions and began ~ 
to. propagate this variety, but found” 
it so poor in quality I abandoned my 
efforts.. I remember in childhood be 
ing attracted to the Twenty Ounce 
apple, an old variety, beautiful a d , 
very large, but this apple is little 
called: for by the planter on ° 
of its lack of flavor and tenderness 4 
flesh and the inherent weakness of the 
variety to resist disease, thereforg 
bear in mind the fact that. size and 
beauty are, not everything. ee 

ry gna to pass the _committeg’ 
who charge of the exhibits just ag 
it was passing upon the Wealthy ap 
ple, of which there: was a fine display 
upon the tables. It was granted th 
the variety was hardy, the trees were 
productive and the fruit tempting t 
the we. e question was how about: 
the Wealthy as a commercial variet 
I felt like telling the committee of the 
man who made a contract with a large 
department store in this city to supe 
ply the store throughout’ the séason 

th Wealthy apwlss pees eee te 
containing nearly half a bushel.:, ‘The 
demands of ‘the store upon this apph 
grower wére so creat that he had { 
travel around different  séctions ot 
western New York to get supplies’ for 
this store which sold no othér variety 
than the Wealthy and had bhilt up) 
quite a trade, whith somewhat sur 
prised me for the Weoe is not am 
apple of high character but is a prof 
itable apple for the market. 7a 

accoy 

Transplanting Large F 

i Trees a 
7 REPLY to an inquiry as to. th 

4 advisability of transplanting large 
fruit trees when they have been grow- 
ing for five or six vane as fillers, | 
will say that I would not advise: tra 
planting such large trees of che 
plum or peach, but under favorabl 
circumstances large .apple trees, ang 

ssibly pear trees, may be removed) 
ut considerable skill is required @ 

digging the tree and in moving at 
plan it. The question is would: 
pay to bother with a neaeeng: tree ii 
this manner, or would it be bettor t 
throw the tree away and plant a tm 
of ordinary size as sold by the nun 
eries. Unless you have plenty 
time and labor I would not advise sue 
a movement of large trees, especial 
where they had to be carted quite 
distance. ere are many people \v 
call upon the nurseries for the large! 
trees they have growing. . General 
speaking I do not consider this a 

“procedure, but there are occasiol 
where the Brae disregards exper 
desiring quick fruiting: I have know 
men to be < to an expense of” 
thousand dollars to save the life 
some ornamental specimen. Alm 
any tree can be transplanted at 
most any period of its history, 5 
the expense should be considered ¢ 
the chance of failure after so mu 
work has been expended, a 

Caco Grape the Best © 
R. E. H. BURSON, ‘superintem 

Vi ent of Green’s Nursery Compa 
reports that he has a high opinior 
the Caco pe, a variety which ist 
to me. e says that it is an eal 

2 pe le lage: SA oa ; 2 0 ore i 
fully colored. - This makes the 



pi from Pict to a city 
Chicago for — 
is ce pretty expensive ition 
fi ured on the basis of ushels, 
t can be used in one 0.’ two zones. 

The Consumer 

You only have to visit the 
res to see him come in and 

e or a pound or two 
p kind of food and go away with 

le knows little about varieties of 
4 id their value. He is unsold on 

cept for a very few kinds such 
He looks upon fruit as a 

on the one hand or a medicine 
other. He has never been 

Seg ageig ree fruit as a food: 
which all. con- 

j with the woul must 

ic ips a ons fruits | 
“orange and raisin and of the 

ause of Ppoliiitios, neverthe- 
leci aces fruit business on 

as it showed. 
a statement 

i mach ira DE TW. oyd of 
versity of Mlinois the 
city F ponaumde feels that fruit 

‘Tmarketing conditions w 
eee 

“te tee peak over crop 
producer gro grows at 

not be so and by 
r earketay four ies r amounts 
pols ata prok We need more 

ng’ such as has Laces! on for 
€ ne ¥ orange, rai 
rune. Thi mivecdetse hie tees 
‘to increase the per capita vg 

Re need co-operative ad- 
We need everyone con- 

h the trade to advertise just 
ay the national canners do, the 
ple canners, the way advertis- 
ode on aves pw a Could 
Mo do pod ople who have any- 

handling apples and 
ibe advertise, it would in- 

op ams Oe a epg? 
b-edvertisin ropaganda t é 

must rea sy that fruit is a 
ch is palatable, nutri- 

sag yaa economical. 

hi <r iene Neletlption, 
% Conelysions 

ps no one is making on the 
profits in the fruit game. 

the trouble seems to be is that 
e too neg Bees en men tae an the 

levelop more Pc markets, 
oid over-concentration. We 

mastec —— 

Sitio lcs pray 
ing Best Scale” ond “Now 
Is Best Time ¥ Control Pear Psylla” 
—will be 
The fifth, dias Tre brian 
awill appear next 

~ Control Blight Cole by Spraying — 

Blight cankers are the source from which fire 
blight, twig blight; collar and root blight are 
spread; and unless the cankers are healed, the 
rain and insects will distribute the infection. 

Vigilance is the price of freedom ftom the dis- 
eases originating in blight cankers. But it is a 
small price:to pay’when it can: be accomplished 
by. your regular dormant spray—especially in 
view of the tremendous losses caused by blight. 
Profs.-Orton and. Adams in Penn. Bul. No. 
136, 1915, said: “The ‘loss from collar‘ blight 

_alonein Pennsylvania is gad inipt ica estimated 

was SCALECIDE, ‘ ‘The Complete Dormant toda 
ScaLecipe prevents blighted twigs and ye 
sprouts from forming holdover camkers, and 
causes any cankers that are already formed to 
start healing and cease beingasource of infection. 

And remember that when you have sprayed your 
trees with ScaLecipg, you have done all that can 
be done at that particular time by any dormant 
spray or combination of sprays. Fall spraying 
with oat controls pear psylla and peach 
leaf anh § ring application controls aphis, pear 
thrips, leaf minor, case bearer and leaf roller. 

at 2% annually.”’ In contrast with this loss, at out. 
_ Virginia orchard, within 25 miles of the Pennsyl- 

vania line, we have not lost in 12 years a single 
tree from collar blight, even though 400 trees 
were in dying condition from collar blight at the 
beginning 4 that period. The: only deterrent 

Pac scale, bud 
or blight cank 

re blight, co 
oe to controlling 
after year use of ScALEcIDE ia the-trees. 

Either 'fall or spring. sore ng with Scarecive 
a ake ted mite, 

is spread 
rrot aaa root rot. And in-addi- 

these insects and year 

WeE GUARANTEE that, if you ape row ee in 
twa parts equal in general Canes ft 

SCALECIDE according to our directions and relate part with 
the same summer treatment to both parts, the part 
bebetter than the part sprayed arin pow 
ed fruit growers—or we will 

ped ge i epg 

ud three = ridin 
money you it eam the SCALECIDE. 

It your dealer doesn’t ca: 
In any event, write today 

the Home Garden” ge’ is considered one of the most helpful tr 
insects and diseases that attack trees, shrubs, vines, flowers and yes 

B. G. PRATT CO, ‘ 50 Church Street 

VARIETIES TRE PLANIS 

Raspberry, Blockborry Dew ber, Currant, Gooseberry neat anil 
Grape, ASP GCER bar’ sb ai Pees rea. 
Catalog. 

SKINNER HYDRAULIC 

An improved, 
practical pressthat 
does unusually 
good work. Run 
by, individual mo- 
tor drive, or belt 
drive. Valves are 
rotary type, prac- 
tically wear-proof. 
Pump consumes no 
power except when 
pressing head into 
barrel. Other 
good points that 
appeal to busy 

SKINNER MACHINERY CO. 

| ‘Tested and approved 

FIFTH STREET, DUNEDIN, FLORIDA 
4 * rian ~~ 

‘ » v2 “ey ae Sei: Digh ee 

WM. E. BOYCE -« 

Get Jim Brown's new 

FACTORY PRICE of & 

BOYCE SPRAY GUN 

Just what- you have been looking for. 
The only double nozzle Spray Gun 
both short and long range. Adapt- possessing 

able for any power spraying, with a capacity 
upwards, of seven gallons per minute 

One man cant handle full capacity of any spray 
time and tig with best possible results, saving 

material, and this saves money. 

all fruit States. Hun 
monials. $15.00. delivered. to all Ba 
Parcel Post. or Cc. O. 
Guaranteed or money 

U.S. 

‘eading Fruit Growers in ‘ 

‘SCALECIDE, a him this advertisement — or order artes 
or the new booklet, “Why SCALECIDE”, We will ae 

extant.on the 
Address ‘Depe it Aly 

NEW YORK CITY 

S Why our tees 

eB: © PLEASE 

Our pat nig dh. ayers wane tay = and roots that 
have grown t m our nursery. The 
tops are Sneaded 22” 22 to % inches from the 
round, “A low head @an be trained 
oa me headed pow tree but.you can- 

not easily make a low headed,.orchard tree 
out of a high headed nursery tree. 
Our one-year apple have roots that have 

own two poomene and the tops one season 
Sees — nursery. knigM,- game is true with our 

. Bg Migr apricot: Our land, 
a is in F - Ozarks over a 

Roariy. 00 feet ab above sea level. Or stock 
Boge « particular people in eve eee Png 

rite for. Ee and other foreign cow "gy 
eS e. It's different from 
augual nursery ca’ 

eer itself it is a real service to the pros pective 
oohontiets st, and infact ths dbase bececnentoa 

. for ; 

isfac tion 

‘Albion, N.Y. 

CL ARR (i Mle CRN Bk AL he Nara Mae Ra 



FLASHLIGHTS 

this Christmas! 

. 

with the 

/ 300-ft.Range 

| a 

Pveready Fiashlights 
cost from $1.35 up to 

34.00 complete 

What’s finer than an Eveready 

Flashlight for Christmas! The 

gift to be cherished and used a 

Bert sales: Cy ag Se Lee 

year round. | 

Your friends one and all need 

Eveready Flashlights from sun- 

down to sunup, to-light the way 

in the woodshed, cellar, garret; out. 

to the garage, barn, everywhere. 

Protects property and life against 

fires caused by matches, candles, 

and oil lanterns. Eveready Flash- 

lights are flameless — cannot set 

fire to anything, 

Situiady Flashlight ‘ecrecies fit and 

improve all makes of flashlights; they 

give a brighter light; they last longer. 

For sale’ everywhere at hardware, electrical, 

pearing goods: ing, wae ee ees Ears; 

garages; general stores. 

FLASHLIGHTS |: 

& BATTERIES | 

AARON Sapiro on October 25 gave 
a delightful little dinner at the 

Drake Hotel, Chicago, in honor. of = 
G. Co ndall, Manager of the 
& Apricot Growers of California. About 
thirty-five partook of the dinner, most 
of them being representative men in 
the .co-operative movement of - the 
country. The dinner was informal and 
purely social in its character and gave 
many the opportunity to become well 
acquain Mr. .Coykendall is con- 
sidered to be one of the most success- 
ful of co-operative: managers in the 
United States. 

EPRESENTATIVES of all of the 
co-operatives of the United States 

are being invited to meet in Washing- 
ton, D. C. about the middle of Decem- 
ber to consider the question of rural 
credits: The idea for this meeting 
was suggested by Senator Arthur Cap- 

e wrote to-Aaron Sapiro, well 
ote feadet and counsel for co-opera- 

tives, suggesting that a national meet- 
ing be called, r. Sapiro was hearty 
in accord with this and appointed an 
Inter-Co-operative Conference Com- 
mittee to issué a forma! invitation and 
to work up a program. The com- 
—— ne orate is as follows: Judge 

Bingham, The Tobacco Co- 
rcs Louisville, Ky.; Carl ‘Wil- 
liams,. President’ American Cotton 
Growers’ Exchange, Oklahoma City, 
Okla.; B. W. Kilgore, Director of Ex- 
tension, Raleigh, N. C.; George W. 
Jewett, Manager Northwest eat 
Growers’ Associated, Portland, Ore.; 
Charles C. Teague, California Fruit 
Growers’ Exchange, Los. Angeles, 
Calif.; aie Sapiro, New York City; 
Clifford V Gregor ns fo poke 
Farmer,” Chicago, Ti: Howard Leon- 
ard; President Illinois Agricultural 
Assn., Chicago, Ill.; Milo C. Camp- 
bell, President National Milk Produe- 
ers Assn., Coldwater, Mich,; H. G. 
Coykendall, Manager Prune & Apricot 
Growers, San Jose, Calif.; C. 0. Mo-: 
ser, Secretary American Cotton Grow- 
eye Exchange, Dallas, Texas; Charles 
M. Morgan, American Cotton Growers’ 
Exchange, Dallas, Texas, 
A meeting was held at Louisville 

recently and a permanent committee 
organized. In addition to those above 
mentioned the following two will serve 
on the permanent committee: Hon. 
Manning Dougherty, Minister of Agri- 
culture, Toronto, Can and J, H. 
Barber, Manager Central California 
Poultry ‘Producers, San Francisco, 
4 

uarters have been opened - 
pome — of the New Willard Hote 
Washington, D. C. The first Barn 
convention will be Held December 14th, 
15th and 16th, in Washington. 

HE rative movement in the 
United States is: growing by leaps 

and bounds. The present co-opera- 
tives are becoming stronger and new 
eae are Doan hes. yp eee More Year’ cone 

products are now being marketed an- } 
uall this country on a co-opera- 

‘avs von So 

SA aoenpet of ye oc es or- 
ganiza 7 sho ask your- 

self, Re Serae — a — oe the 
association and what am I giving to m 
association?” You: are much 1 
from your association. You are gain-.. 
= the great benefit of united effort ~ 
means the rt of many pps which - 

commana ee of Longe ce 
many beneficial resul 

nage with as 2 te distribution, 1 
“ment of more carload 

- than 2,000 harvest, hands 

contribute to stabilize your industy 
your farm worth more and pr 

it an asset which has a real 
value. You are also taking from y 
association the best mental efforts 

up of able men—your manag 
pe directors. The wo 

Powell died in the p 
life. A successful manager is one} p. 

to sacrifice for his associ is will 
tion, practically invariably he 

no one has a right to expect. 
What are you giving to your asm 

is hard, G 
cperetve managers. die young. 

give time and energy which pe 1a 

ciation? There is only one thing thy 
you can give that is worth an 
and that one thing is worth more thi 
any amount of money. We refer} 
your whole-hearted support, nothin 

Criticism is dangerous. 
rarely 

else, 
often it is goog de ( 
structive. you have, criticisms % 
make, don’t shout them on a stre 
corner, don’t give them to> ge fe 
low: members, and, above all 
men outside. your association, i 
write to your manager or directors, { 

r, see them personally. 
You are taking much from your @ 

operative. Give them your wh 
hearted support. One hundred 
cent is what they need to build up t 
the association and your business, 

With the Co-Ops 
HE Federated . Fruit and Vel 

table. Growers, Ine. comp 
¥ 

their permanent arqeeintion in Me 
York on October 21. .The office 
elected to serve eatit the-first am 
paetne are as follows: President, 
he mag of California; First 
Presiden E. P, Porcher, of FI 

preccre ies Pres hington = * rong as : reta 
E, Durst, of Illinois; epg, eet 
ander M. White, of N 

ident, 

rsonnel of which is 
lows: ne pe P. Porcher, of “Plorida; 
R. Peet, of “ts York; 
Illinois; H. W . Jeffers, of New er 
ip oes ¢% Faget ras of California, 

r. J. 

ew Jersey. ~ 
Pe Executive Committee — led 

fu 

Edwards, President, 4 
devote 
zation een now January fi 

Applications for membership 

ll aa time to the new orga 

pouring in., The first applicant 
the South Haven Fruit. Exc 

Haven, Mich., which ships fi South 
600 to 800 cars of fruit a year. 
one of the best established and ol : 
associations in the state. 

T= eee bags Apple om 
has a special 

eer t » which do ae ieeier es 9 

oe local growers throughout the ¥ 

B® Bi Paya, Va Valley aa, 
ae 

berries $2.18 
currants $1. 
black 

rod apd alone @ 
were see 



~~ Horticulturist | 

Tes © - (Continued from page 5)” 

nsively,. with a ‘scattering of 
1e1 eties such as Duchess, Flem- 
h Beauty, Anjou and others too |- 

4 po aeg all dhe y ay commercially 
i western New York is the Elberta. 
fears ago many varieties were grown 
mt they were erally found unprof- 
able. The rta yp a standard 
tarket peach and a g shipper, it 
yas found it B re to concentrate on 

is variety. e one disadvantage of 
this program, however, is that there 
is too heavy a tonnage of peaches all 
iw once and this was nicely dem- |: 

ated this, year when the peaches 
ed during the vary hot weather 
ly September it wae Pe? 

y impossible to get a cient 
ber of cars to move the tonnage 
as a result, quite a large percent- 
of them fell to the ground and 
d.° Were the district able to use 

ral. varieties and extend their 
m they might avoid some of this | 
estion. varieties. would 

ve to be selected; however, with:ex- 
me care and a careful study made 
the relationship of their production 
the production of these same va- 

es in other districts of the United ‘ 

Where one cares to grow young or- 
rds in western New York, there are 

me very profitable inter crops, such 
cabbage, potatoes, beans, etc. These 

an all be grown successfully and will 
ring in a splendid revenue while the 

ards are still young. 

Community Packing House 

A new development which is tak- 
place in western New York during 
past three years is the comin 

the community packing house, an 
looks as though the community 
tking house would have the same 

tharding in general in 
stern New York as it has had in 

Other districts, viz., it Will be better 
az. better grading, better inspec- 

and better growing, which means 
better horticulture for the district. 

king is much better in a commu- 
y house. There is less congestion 

id there is moré rapid-handling. The 
is apt to be of a ves ade 

one perfers to work in a house 
re there is a long 9g he ay. 

ri tion. Better essere roug: 

BRANCH OFFICES: 

4 

holes with Dumorite ;— 

1—The soil is thoroughly. loosened and 
easily removed for setting the tree; — 

2—The side walls of the hole are cracked to 
permit the fibrous roots to branch out; 

' 3—The feeding ground is enlarged in area; 

4—The soil absorbs moisture readily and it 
is stored for future needs; 

5—The woh yy at oe is being thoroughly 
~ nourished cause its roots are free 

to grow riaturally; 

6—The tree matures earlier—thc mar- 
keting time comes sooner and io do 
your profits! 

F or Earlier Yield nine’ Quality Fruit 

Six REASONS for blasting tree-* Blast tree holes with DUMORITE—a 
case contains 135 134’x8'’ sticks. It 
shoots, stick for stick, with regular 
40% dynamite, which runs ‘about 100 
sticks to the case... They cost the 
same— with Dumorite you get % 
more per dollar. 

Your local dealer sells DUMORITE 
or will get it for you. Place your 
order now for spring tree-planting. 

Write for ‘‘Farmers’ Handbook of Ex- 
plosives”’ containing over 100 pages of 
information about the use of explo- 
sives for tree-planting, land-clearing 
and ditching. : » jout also because these houses can be | portinnd Gre Wich better equipped. Of the forty | San Francisco Calif. 

Mitch T have sieited, T fonad that they | Beattie, Wash, Uf) ive ry oun a) ey ; 
re all good, substantial houses, Beeoncia. Tite 
me had’ rented, . others were §t. Louis, Mo. 

lewly built, but practically all were 

tcloes for peaches, pears and ay'| + NON-HEADACHE 
m th : ce ge 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC. 
Explosives Department; WILMIXGTON, DELAWARE 

’ BASKETS) 

for fligh Grade Apples | 

Basket apples afe commanding a premium 
on pant gene th The dealer prefers them, e 
consumer prefers afid, once you try the 
PaSaCo kind, you will prefer them too,. Don’t get 

he joo" Saskets Ce eee heavier. are . 
ba an See. . : sidea. and 15-inch bot- 
toms make them as well as 

D ° now 
for storage 

to a lime on your require- 
‘ ows that by buying 

10 to 25 per ‘cent. 
WRITE FOR +t vs,2en4 you our Apple Bulletin which ta prloen 

wers have 
FREE BOOK Some of Pan nop ge 

CORPORATION ‘su PACKA SALES CO = i 



—what 2 cents will do 

Hall’s Nicotine Sulphate when diluted 
with water according to directions makes ~ 
@ powerful spray that costs only two 
cents per gallon. ; 

Take advantage of this economy. 
It may mean the difference betweena § 
bumper crop and an orchard full of F 
culls and dwarfs. : 

Nicotixe is the most effective known © 
poison agai ust soft-bodied, sucking insects. 
And Hall's Nicotine Sulphate is guaranteed 
to contain 40% pure nicotine. It is made 
under ‘scientific processes which secure 
an ever. composition and absolute purity. 

Being ‘a vegetable poison it will not 
harm fruit or foliage. 

Ten-pound tins, $13.50; two-pound 
tins, $3.50; half-pound tins, $1.25. 

Buy from your dealer. If he cannot 
supply you, order from us direct. 

INSECTICIDES. 

Hatt Tosacco Cuemican Co. 
3947 Park Ave., St. Louis, Me. 

KITSELS 
T FROM THE 

a minute, 

by eny standard, the greatest sprayer value ever offered. 

Light — Strong — Long-lived 

Loner Aghia Aor pump, —— Papen Sate 6.08 

Has Hardie tor, reliable, two-cylinder 

ae one et Toe cain aig thee pando” 
Silbon a gilmaite pang and 200 gallon teak. : 

The truck is an all-steel Asma tate we iat Se NS, 
for light traction, and underslung to carry the load low. 

Get our catalogue of the complete Hardie line a 
2™/ tie Wa ase Sor come sacupied ware * 

HARDIE MANUFACTURING COMPANY — 
Hand and Power Sprayers” Manufacturers of 

ve 

| fruit-is goin 

MICHIGAN BL 

A PPLE growers on the Pacific 
Coast are welcoming a_ lower 

freight rate from Seattle and Port- 
land to Europe, the rate being reduced 
from $1.00 to 90c. Such districts-as 
Yakima have a rate of 14%4c to sea- 
board. Dockage is 2c, making a total 
of $1.06%2 against $1.15 by rail. 
Yakima alone expects to save $37,- 
000,00 by this reduction. 

Hood River with a water rate to 
Portland can now export apples for 
99c. The export business from- both 
Seattle and Portland is increasing very 
rapidly. 

Great Britain is the largest buyer 
of apples which are exported from the 
United States, according to figures 
published by the Department of Agri- 
culture. About 65% of the nee 2 he 
apples go to England. The follow- 
ing table gives the total exports of 
apples from the United States for the 
past ten years and the quantities 
shipped to the United Kingdom: 

Kingdom 
Bbis. 
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§ 
) 

| 
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rts that up to November ist 
J cars’ of oranges and. grapefruit 

have been shipped from Florida. ~The 
car sho is being felt very ma- 
terially shippers are unable to se4 
cure @ sufficient number of refriger- 
ator cars and some fruit has 
shipped-in ventilated box cars. Heavy 
rains throughout Oetober have fad a 
serious éffect upon the crop. They 
have retarded the coloring and.:ma- 
turity and have also impaired the car- 
rying and keeping qualities of both 
oranges and grapefruit. The climatic 
conditions, however, are such that the: 

TH Florida Citrus Exchange re- 

3,00 

ports from the United States + 
ment of Agriculture indicate the 
crop this year will be about 15,000,000 
boxes, an increase of about 3,000,000 
hoxes over last year’s crop. ; 

California crop shows an: in: 
crease of about 25% over early esti- 
mates and it now appears that about 
35,000‘ cars of oranges and 9,000 cars 
eof lemons will roll. Last year 41,279 
@ars of oranges and 11,567°carg of 
lemons -were shipped from this state. 

The Satsuma crop.from Alabama is 
very . .The quality is fine and 
there will be four.or five hundred cars 
shipped from that state. : 

rizona expects to handle about 200 
ears of oranges this year. A 

fe prune situation on the ‘whole 
is the best’ it has been for a 

number of years. The California 
Prune Association is very optimistic 
and thinks the entire tonnage will be 

tion largest handlers in the Pacif- 
ie Northwest has had a little trouble 
in delivering on account of the very 

to the peculiar weather conditi 
the size of 

‘trade on the whole, however, is show~ 
the r a with regards 

to be of large size. Re- 

sold in the relatively near future. The. 
Oregon Growers Cooperative Associa-: 

“eo 

ers of the Pacific Coast should be v 
optimistic ‘because everything now 
points to a clean-up of this year's” 
crop, due to the very careful, enen | 
getic work of two large associatio 

ASE ETING development. in 
past three or four years 

shown that’ more and more atten 
must be given to the marketing 
farm products. Mr. Géorge Living: 

% was former Chief of Z 
United States Bureau of Markets, | 
seen the great need for more trainir 

markets and marketing and has ¢ 
tablis a school’ known as 
“American Institute of iculture 
This will be directly under Mr. Livin 
ston’s personal direction and he 
to help him some 100 of the best 
known ak authorities in 
United States. Six complete course: 
are offered in the marketing of agri- 
cultural gad The headquarter 
of this school are in Chicago. 

HE pear crop, according to tf 
T latest government fecees, we 
17,722,00 bushels. California led 
Union with a i 

por with 2,800,000 pe AS am thi 
with 1,760,000; 0 nm fourth, with: 
935,000; Michi th, with 672,00) 

The following states had 
the menrene of half a million 
bushels. each: New Jersey, Pennsyh 
yang Laon 4 Missouri =. ie ; 

fo 7 yl game aati: 

T= epple market has not shown] 
t. deal of change this la 

month. One of the features of the 
past month, peae ver, hee been thea 

n .gettm 
worse and worse, with the t thi 
growers who are a long way from the 

, such as the Pacific Northwesh 
have suffered a great deal of distres# 

es ee unusually fast 
fall and it has been né 

‘ - . M i 5 7 
fruits all been slowed down by tb 

yapple grow 
vetting ak 

‘get a 60% .consumpt 
Ist, which~ is essent 
market is to be kept 

condition. Some » he 
; deteriorate so mf mu 

that it cannot be atall. & 
one great lesson for ap) 
“to learn all. over the Unit 

a pay the' marketing experiet 

have more col rage. This 
storage must be built in three or fol 

aces; first, at point of origin, s 
ond at transit — or points of @ 
version, and third, at points of ¢@ 

There is nowheres 
comes cold storage in the count y 

small percentage of 30-40’s, € 
pe Baym 

to in 
take their pro vata i 
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e Summer Pests Sometimes Put in | 
4 Storage — 
JITH more attention being nna 
y to the grading of apples in New 

State, anything which contrib- 
ss to the deterioration of the fruit 
oe peeing or in storage will be of 
nsiderable interest to fruit growers. 

Observations made at- the Experiment 
ation at Geneva and elsewhere show 

What late summer insects sometimes 
ape the notice of the packer and 

» put in storage, where later they 
Tenge and do much damage to 

a Principal Offenders 
"The larvae or worm form of leaf- 
gollers, bud moth, and case-bearers 
ave been found gece, hag ba les 
iiled in the orchard; while c g- 
jth larvae, the lesser apple worm, 
an Jose scale, and apple maggots are 
ni to have continued their feeding 
ad development in supposedly sound 

it which had been placed in storage. 
tunately, the codling moth and ap- 
le maggot confine their efforts to a 
ingle infested fruit, but the apple 
form and San Jose scale may pass 
pm apple to apple. 

ow Temperatures Check Development 
‘if the fruit can be placed in cold 
orage and held at just above the 
reezing point until ready for. use, 
tile if any injury will result from in- 

ets inadvertently carried over with 
Hg Altho the larvae may not 

t killed, the low temperature will ef- 
tively check their growth. How- 
ler, infested apples never keep quite 
well in storage as do sound apples. 

% 

wise Cider Presses Work- 

ing Nights 
*NORMOUS fruit crops this year | 
/ in Switzerland threaten to bring 
jout a revolution in the old methods 
"handling and disposing of fruit, 
tys another report from Consul Will- 

h. The markets in the different 
a flooded beyond BB ernaca i 

th apples, pears, grapes runes, 
Fare ardists Ba nok know how to 
with the magnitude of their har- 
Owing to peculiar conditions 

isting on the continent, Switzerland | 
mot able to export fruit in quanti- 

es, and the cider presses are working 
ty and night to absorb some. of the 

bly. In view of the present cir- 
mstances, new methods must be 
ind and adopted to prevent in sub- 
juent years the great waste and loss 
the Swiss fru't growers which will 
‘unavoidable this year. 

for Healthier Trees and Better Fruit 
De ns 
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A Practical Reminder 

for Everyday Farmers 

You know your farm like a book. Whether it covers 80 acres or 320 

acres, you are perfectly familiar with every corner of every field. You 

know the lay and contents of the buildings that make ip your homestead. 

With your eyes shut you can tally the livestock and all the items of 

farra equipment. To be well posted on these things is a matter of 

pride with you and a matter of careful management besides. 

This policy could well be carried a step further. Profitable, economi- 

cal farming is so largely a matter of modern, improved machines that 

every good farmer should keep posted also on the equipment on the 

market so that when occasion arises he may invest to the very best 

advantage by the purchase of new machines. 

We are therefore printing here for your information the list of 

standard, reliable, most popular farm equipment— 

THE McCORMICK-DEERING LINE > 

* of FARM OPERATING EQUIPMENT * 

Grain Binders 

Shredders 
Huskers and Silo Fillers 
Beet Seeders 
Beet Cultivators 

iit FURRPRRURREEDDEOUTUELEEUUEDEEUUUA DERE GEREECEERDLEDUTOLEGUI TLE EEOUERREEELTEELUECIURUDAECUUEPEOEDEAEERADESEEURAOCURUSLUSDEL PIES UENCC(TEECEEEEEEEDI l and Stackers 
ined Side Rake and Tedder 
Presses 

ters Tractor Plows 
Listers Walking Plows 
Corn Cultivators Riding Plows 
Corn Binders Disk ws 

This equipment is always available for you at the store of thé’ 

McCormick-Deering dealer. In the list are many items for farming in 

..winter—such as engines, various belt power machines, cream-sepa- 

. ators, motor trucks, etc. Make the McCormick-Deering dealer’s store 

your headquarters. Use the service for which his establishment is 

famous. Write us direct for information on any of the above machines. 

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY 

Chic of America USA 
ago \ (Incorporated) 

PUTILERU PLATTEN TIUELERTADIEATEURUEDLILLOTEPDTTEDTOREELEL 

ATL EE EE 93 +> BRANCH - HOUSES -AND-:15,000-DEALERS:-IN-THE:- UNITED -STATES 

Totti ty 

Make Your Own nko Baier Sehation 

Any fruit grower can now make, with minimum labor and expense_the best_ possible 
Lime-Sulphur Concentrate at an enormous saving by using the H. & M. Lime-Sulphur 
Machine. Easy, cheap and certain. For full information write: 

WINCHESTER ORCHARD SUPPLY CO., Winchester, Va. 

Send for this 

| Dept. 1., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

expert’s knowedge of advantages 
; of pru: for best results. 

Shows complete line of the 
Atkins Pruning Saws. Edition 
get YOUR copy today. Send your name 
and address to: 

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Iac., 



BATTERIES 

The lights 

of a great city 

Suddenly a black thunder-shower rolls up 
over the city. Although it is mid-afternoon, 
lights are switched on in thousands of offices 
until the towering city looks like an illumi- 
nated honeycomb. Huge Exide storage 
batteries, capable of delivering millions of 
candle-power, are called on to supply power 
through the emergency. More than ninety- 
five per cent of the central station batteries 
in America are Exides. 

Exide Batteries are used in hundreds of 
ways—to drive the submarine beneath the 
waves; to supply the current for the vast 
network of. telephone systems; to light 
trains; to propel mine locomotives and 
trucks. A large majority of all the farm 
light and power plants depend on the sure 
power of rugged Exide Batteries. — 

To get the full comfort out of your auto- 
mobile and to run it with the greatest econ- 
omy, buy an Exide when your present bat- 
tery has to be replaced. 

You will be amazed at how long the 
Exide lasts and how free you are from re- 
pair expense. The only real battery econ- 
omy is to get the best one. 

The Electric Storage Battery Co. 

Philadelphia 

Branches in Seventeen Cities 
Service Stations Everywhere 

(Continued from page 12). 
I almost hope they may accept this 

offer. They certainly deserve the 
money. I would advise anyone who’ 
has not seen the play itself, to go to 
that picture. It will lack the color 
and the sotind, the breezes and sun- 
shine that made it all so real, but it 
will be worth the price of admission 
be it many, many times what was 
paid to see the original. 

Perhaps it will not be so exhausting 
to witness. After being keyed up to 
a high emotional pitch for a whole 
long day, we felt the reaction. Time 
was short. After the last per 
formance, we raced for our train, 
sprang on the car and (such is 
the frailty of poor humanity) after so 
many hours of spiritual exaltation, 
we grabbed huge ham sandwiches and 
coffee -without a moment’s delay or 
any particularly christian ‘considera- 
tion as to whether there would be 
enough to go round. I would have felt 
more proper shame had not the whole 
list, gf fellow travelers been similarly 
ravenhously occupied. 

Avoeado Industry 
(Continued from page 4) 

may proceed with assurance of suc- 
cess, 

California Avocado Association 
From, the beginning the industry 

has been under the fostering care of 
the Avocado Association which for 
fine public spirit, intelligent foresight 
and genuine cooperative effort es 
a high place among agricultural or- 
ganizations. The association tests all 
new varieties not only as to food 
value and quality of fruit, but as to 
bearing habits as well. e recom- 
mendations of the committee on varie- 
ties have great weight. The associa- 
tion is very active in securing 
research work along many lines from 
both federal and state authorities with 
which it cooperates. Such work in- 
cludes chemical analysis of fruit, 
maturity tests, bud selection studies 
a survey of all avocado regions and 

|,the introduction of many improved 
sorts, by-product studies, yitamine 
studies, cold storage tests, quarantine 
regulations, and many other lines of 
work. 

The crop of the associated members 
is marketed cooperatively through the 
American Fruit Growers. Public meet- 
ings, interesting exhibits of fruit 
and social affairs are held semi-annu- 
ally and are largely attended. A de- 
termined fight is kept up against 
crooked speculators who sometimes 
try to unload poor land and worthless 
trees on guillable or simple minded in- 
vestors. The association maintains a 
continual campaign of edication 
which has broadcasted useful and_ re- 
liable information and stimulated in- 
terest. -In fact the writer is not 
aware of any hew fruit industry 
which has been developed from the 
beginning as sanely and intelligently 
as the California avocado industry. It 
is well started on its way to accom- 
plishments which will soon command 
the attention of the country. 

_ 8S. A. Beach 
N NOVEMBER 2nd Professor 8, 
A. Beach,.Chief in Horticulture 

at the Iowa Agricultural College, 
Ames, Iowa, passed into the Great 
Beyond... His loss is going to be keen- 
iy felt, esnecially we stop to | 

hat in ‘the past three years 
American horticulture has -lost such | 
men as G. Harold Powell, Doctor J, 
C. Whitten and Professor S. A. Beach 
—three men. who were considered na- 
tional leaders. 

Professor Beach attracted great at- 
‘| tention while at the New York. Ex- 

Station va. Wi 

Are you interested 

in knowing more about the work — 
j obtained the = 

te AA 
* 

Fo from bars 
of crucible 
steel carefully 

in oil. and fit- 
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A Section for All Members of the Family¢ oats 

Edited By MARY LEE ADAMS 

a Organized Life Saving 

EALTH jis essential to happiness, yet 
a knowledge of the rules of health and 

: of simple facts as tohygiene and sani- 
fion are sadly lacking in our rural com- 
unities. It came to us as a profoundly 
jocking surprise some years ago, when it 

is shown that we country people did not 
me: sure up in physical efficiency to the city 

“HH ow could that be? we asked. Had we 
ot advantages of pure air, fresh food and 
mty of it, ou r exercise and m 

y behind the indisputable but apparently 
in : xplicable result of the comparison of city 
folk with country folk? The answer was— 

ized application of the rules of health, 
hygiene and sanitation. 
' Every city has its board of health. Not 
‘90 the country. City dwellers are protected 
nd cared for officially. 
lated ; water supplies 

Flies are extermi- 
arded from impuri- 

Milk is the subject of tender almost 
ful solicitude. Contagions are stamped 

4 Appropriations are entirely inadequate 
‘such things in rural communities. Every 

wm homestead must be headquarters for 
formation as to what constitutes a health- 
i mode of life. But how to get the neces- 

y knowledge? Information on the care 
Infants and children should be at least 
pavailable as instruction on the boll wevil, 
ple scab or hog cholera. 
But it is not. The demand for it has not 
sen so great. Unfeeling as this seems, it 
bes not mean that we prefer pigs to people, 
ut that we have not realized the import- 

te of knowing the laws of health. It was 
ort of sacred tradition that women, how- 
br ignorant and inexperienced, were trans- 
med by the first touch of motherhood into 

i-wise infant care-takers. . 
No loc miracle happens, as is testified 
the hundreds of thousands of unneces- 
ry infant deaths. The young wife needs 
ip and instruction in the care of her ba- 
.. The young husband should know the 

¥ eaples of hygiene’and sanitation. Both 
ould appreciate the importance of proper 
et for old and young. 
We need a strong Department of Public 
~ yt a mere rae he ha wg 

ve Departments of Agriculture, o 
bor, even ents of War and of the 
vy to destroy life. Why not a fully or- 

and complete Department to save- 
i 

Lessons in Investment 

AHE etal versity pr arg et A York 
Cit es a ical step in con- 

q Segal Te the Srtnsiyice af 

are many in 
eci: | F momen, aie egy Be 
a elpod by such lessons. 
hor h_more women today have some 

) ding of stocks and bonds, securi- 
dees seen ties eee formsciy, yet: 

seh e 

been accustomed, feel distressingly puzzled 
and uncertain when thrown upon their own 
resources and called upon to decide how 
they shall invest their money. 

In spite of the fact that the men to whom 
women were used to confide the care of their 
money, undoubtedly knew better than they 
what was a good thing or a safe risk, the 
pathway. of many widows and other unpro- 
tected women was strewn with the wrecks 
of their fortunes. Often the investor was 
well-intentioned, occasionally he lest his own 
fortune as well. When he did he had no 

we any the things’ that make for health? What or” but himself to blame, while the poor 
women felt that ruin had come upon her 
through no fault of her own. 

“If you want a thing well done do it your- 
self.” That does not mean that you are 
necessarily more capable of doing that par- 
ticular thing than anyone upon whom you 
might call, but that the thing being your 
own particular interest, you will naturally | 
give it closer and keener attention than an- 
other would. 

For this reason the study of investments 
is to be recommended to all women. When 
they are in doubt, consultation with their 
local banker is one of the surest ways to 
keep out of trouble and to keep their money 
out of fake stocks and bonds or other un- 
wise investments. 

A Voice From Heaven 

F YOU happen to be a divorced husband 
I in this world, read about the psycholus- 

trometer and see what may happen to 
you in the next. Yot’ve heard of course, of 
the wonderful psycholustrometer. No? 
Neither had I a few short weeks ago, Then, | 
when I did hear, I thought it was some sort 
of prehistoric cousin of the Pterodactyl, that 
huge old reptilian bird that flapped about 
the primeval marsh before there were any 
women to squeal at the sight of bats. 

What a gross error! Insteadyof being 
prehistoric, the psycholustrometer is the 
newest of the new, a kind of wireless be- 
tween this world,and the next, Its inven- 
tor, Oliver Bland, is a scientist and author. 
Through the psycholustrometer, he tells us, 
he chats freely with those who have en- 
tered the “other plane” or the “fourth di- 
mension.” 

What does he talk about? Some of it is 
plain tea-table gossip to judge by what we 
read of his conversations with men who 
have crossed the great divide and “have met 

. their earth divorced wives on terms of every 
day society.” ‘They tell him that it’s easy 
to renew the old relations of eg early mar- 

ried happiness. 

Some may feel that this hie a new terror 

to death. Others, who regret their mistakes, 
that may gain a new hope therefrom. Most of 

us are not quite ready to accept the dictum 
of the psycholustrometer yet awhile. But 
in the face of recent astounding develop- 

ments in. electrical science, it would be a 

rash individual who would risk giving the 

Haha direct to any claim made by a scien- 

tist, however far-fetched it may seem. 

are to be relied on, 

Would We Live Longer? 

HE extension of the span of human life 
is a goai toward which medical science 
is straining, and great applause 

greets each and every advance in this —~ 
tion. Sometimes a doubt occurs as 
whether the attainment of this end + ould 
= an unmixed good, and where it would 
stop. 

Hardly anyone would deny that to prolong 
the average life of humanity by saving 
more and more babies from death in in- 
fancy, is good in every way. Yet when we 
come to the prolongation of individual lives 
beyond the present span, we hesitate, The 
few examples of centenarians are not such 
as to make the rest of us envy them. 
We say and believe, that if we could keep 

our faculties unimpaired, we’d be glad to 
keep on living indefinitely: But unless all 
whom we loved kept -on living with us, it 
would become desperately lonely at last. 
And then too, even the middle-aged have 
trouble enough in adapting themselves to 
what we call “the times.” The old order 
constantly changes. Would those of us who 
entered a second century serve to advance 
or retard progress, even if we were strong 
in body and mind? 

Such considerations leave us cold under | 
the most glowing predictions of rejuvena- 
tion through the grafting of monkey glands 
or other agency. Yet,.if we had firm faith 
in the success of the process, quite a per- 
centage of us would batter at the gates of 
youth and ask for “grafts. 

East. Is East and West Is West 

HEN Kipling wrote these words, he 
\) \ added “and never the twain shall 

meet.” But the movies have 
changed all that. Meet Nua Nua, South 
Sea beauty from Tahiti, Nua Nua is beau- 
tiful even by our standards, if photographs 

There’s foreign en- 
chantment in her large eyes, but the face is 
delicate, appealing and, while not at all 
American, it might well be termed modern. 

No particular interest would attach to 
the mere fact that one more girl, however 
fascinating, is to be shown on the silver 
sheet, but as the. first of her race to become 
a movie actress, Nua Nua becomes symbolic. 
She is one more slender filament in the fine 
web that slowly but surely is woven to every 
nook and corner .of the globe, uniting far 
away places and peoples in a contact un- 
dreamed of before. 

Want 
Edgar A. G Guest 

It’s wanting keeps us ue roms and fit 
It’s wanting something just ahead 

And striving hard to. come to if. 
That brightens every road we tread. 

A man must want from day to day, 
Must want to. reach a distant goal 

Or claim some treasure far away, 
For want’s the builder of the soul. 

Want is the spur that drives us on, 
And oft its praises should be sung 

It’s what we want that keeps young. 
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ou’ll understand why the 
ulbransen encourages 

interest of children in g 
music, and music study. 

The Gulbransen Makes 

for Good Times 
There’s nothing that quite equals the what an inspiration it is—what a means 

sound of young voices raised in song. of enjoyment—they then appreciate the 
The boys and their friends like to sing value of Gulbransen ideals, Gulbransen 

with the Gulbransen. Accompaniments craftsmanship and Gulbransen policies. 
are easy to play and the words of their The Gulbransen represents a life-time 
songs come right on the rolls. of study; craftsmanship that is almost a 
7 her and er sy of homes os dedicated to the ng of 

bransen is providing fine music, bringing good music to every home, at 
excellently played: “It is sp dualgand that modest prices. is 
every musical value can be brought out; Play a Gulbransen for just a few min- 
the control you have is perfect—a feature _ utes and you will sense its ability, its 
that is distinctly Gulbransen’s. varsaaiet is tae years of painstaking prog- 
When mothers and fathers realize what _ress that have made a thoroughbred 

a Gulbransen can mean to their homes— __instrument possible. ; 
Gulbransen-Dickinson Company, Chicago, Illinois 

TE LT YL SS TN NN SN RS A A A AS A SE SS ST 
; “‘New Book of Gulbransen Music’’ Free on Request. Check Coupon 
i hereif you do not own any piano or player-piano. / 
‘ here if you want information about having a Gulbransen player action installed in yous pres- | 

; 
Tits ets cebd Lddeies in maniaia ond mail his to Gulb Co., 3234 W. Chicago Avenue, , 

I aici chins nn steams en wes mm itn sis cme aan ps i i i gs ht ni 

KEEP WELL 
“A PEMCO SPRAY” Keeps Germs Away 

with « famous ofl atomizer 
small eum of $2.00. send your order today. 

612 S. 

‘International Rebuilt’’ 

A the well known makes can be bought from 
us at about HALF the price of a new one. 

We rebuild and refinish demonstrating machines 
of all standard makes and ls in our big 
factory and guarantee them to give the same 

Why pay the Gy dah eolewoie t y pay the ice when you can 
the EA of weer aunice trom us at $40 to $05: ? 
All washers“ shipped in crates, with freight 
charges paid to your city. 
Write us today for prices and terms. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. ~ 

| INTERNATIONAL, WASHING MACHINE. CO sw‘ an Chicago 

Pe a any OE es 

Americ 

Chats with Fruit Grower’sWife 

By Hazel Bursell 

Don’t Wear a Shabby Hat 

—Renovate It 

PEBHAPS our winter hat is show- 
ing wear because the family bud- 

et could not be stretched to allow 
or a new one? 

f so a few simple methods of ren- 
ovating properly applied will accom- 
plish wonders. Possibly a eg 
or cleaning and new trimmings is all 
that the hat needs to make it “like 
new.” 

Velvets May be “Panned” 

Velvet can be steamed and brushed 
to renew it. Old velvets may be 
snes NB omg and pressed on 
the right side with long strokes in 
the same direction. If it is much 
faded the material can be shirred 
and used as trimming. 

Small-brimmed felt hats are very 
popular this season. If you have one 
with a large brim, you can cut it 
down by marking the desired shape 
in chalk, and stitching around the line 
with a short stitch on the machine. 
By bending back and forth the extra 
felt will come off, leaving the soft 
edge desired in this type of hat. 

ite felt hats may be cleaned by 
rubbing them with French chalk and 
hear 3 All felt hats may be im- 
proved by rubbing with sandpaper. 

Curl Feathers Over Knife 
Feathers, as most of us have found 

from experience, will not keep their 
shape in damp weather. But they 
may be made flexible by holding over 
a hot stove and then curled by draw- 
ing the flues over the dull edge of a 
silver knife. 

To clean light colored feathers, 
rinse in gasoline, then draw pee 
the fingers until almost dry and fina 
roll in cornstarch and shake " 
Dark feathers may be cleaned in wood 
alcohol and shakin dry. Another 
method is to dip them up and down 
in a solution of ivory soap and wa- 
ter, and dry between white cloths. 

Spots may be removed from velvets 
and plushes by rubbing with chloro- 
form. This will also restore color to 
faded materials. 

Bran Cleans Dark Furs 

*Fine bran rubbed into dark furs 
and shaken out again will bring much 
of the dirt out with it. Light colored 
furs may be rubbed with alcohol or 
gasoline and then combed with a 
coarse stiff comb. 
and leaves may be retinted with water 
colors. The curling iron-may be used 
to freshen bows on hats—dampen the 
ribbons and then steam them with the 
hot iron. 

Suggestions For the Care 

of Linens — 

A friend who has lovely linens gave 
me these suggestions for their care, 
and I am passing them on to you. 
Most, of us will have some additional 
pieces along about December 25, so 
let’s start right out treating them 
right so that they get more and more in. 
beautiful with each passing year. 

Iron Linens on Wrong Side 
Use little or no  starch—linen 

doesn’t need it. Take them out and 
use them quite frequently as the laun- 
dering does them good. Iron the 
aot on the wrong side on a Turkish 

el. 
with the iron. Have the linen rather 
damp for ironing. Always iron with 
the t of the material, not on the 
bias, and pieces will keep their shape 
and will not curl on the edges. 

Scalloped doilies and centerpieces 
will naturally fray some at the edges 
for the first few launderings, but do 
not be discouraged. Just trim them 
off and after a time they will not both- 
er any more. _ Ls 

Good linens given, the proper care 
should be an loom for several gen- 
erations. 

& 

Colored flowers‘ 

Never touch the right side chill 

24 

_ How to Lay the Dining 4 

Table J 

HE correct way of laying the 
ing table is a problem with m 

housewives, and yet when once un 
stood it is a very simple matter. 
one other thing has, however, greater 
power to make or mar the success of 
the dinner party, be it ever so’ ine 
formal. Save these rules and them 
oe will know just how to do it next’ 

e. 4 
1. Place table pad or silencer on 

the table eothl 5 e 
2. Lay the tablecloth smooth and 
— with the center fold up and 
exactly in the center of the table. The 
position of the center fold should be 

ed occasionally in launderi 0. 
save the wear all coming in one place, 

3. ies the centerpiece. A doily 
embroidered in white serves as a good 
foundation. The center decoration 
must be either high or low so as not 
to obstruct the view across the table, 
If low any nice arrangement of fruit 
or flowers may be used. If high, a) 
tall vase with a few delicate sprays 
of flowers. is - Lage: rio a 

opposite” _4, Arrange the “covers” 
each other, at equal distance. 

5. The plate, napkin, and all pieces” 
of silver should be the same distance’ 
from the table edge, about one inch, 

6. Not more than five or six pieces’ 
of silver are put on the table at each: 
cover. Extra pieces are brought i 
with the course they acco y. 

7. The dinner. knife and fork ; 
the cover, with the space between for 
the plate. The knife is placed to th 
right with the sharp edge toward the 
plate, and the fork to the left with 
the tines up. Spoons go to the righ? 
on the outside of the knife, with extra” 
forks to the left beside the dinner™ 
fork. These pieces are placed in the” 
order in which they are to be used. ~ 

8. The water glass is placed at the 
point of the knife. : 

9. The bread and butter aga goes: 
at the tip of the dinner for 

10. The butter aproodet is pla 
on the bread and butter plate at 3 
convenient angle on the right side, 
with the sharp edge in. 4 

11. Place the napkin perfectly fia 
and squarely folded at the left of th 
forks, The loose edge should be up 
with the hem parallel to the forks, 
and the selvage parallel with. the table 
edge. If too crowded for this arrange: 
ment, place the napkin on the plate 
or in the space between the knife® 
and dinner fork. 4 

12. Simple place cards may be | 
upon the in. Elaborate ones are 
placed above the “cover.” 

18. Salt and pepper shakers, relish 
es, etc., are Beer within the liz 
formed by the tumblers. 
-14, When space allows it, the coffe 

, pot or tea pot is placed to the rig 
of the hostess » with the — ani 
saucers in front. This makes for cot 
venience in pouring. .The cream 2 
SOeer, ae. Haneaen’: Nh: 45. peared 

15. The carving. knife, and a bij 
—— should be on the right side 

cloth with the sharp ed 
The fork, tines up, should be o 

the left, together with the sharpenel 
16. The extra silver, china, gis 38 

ware, water, bread and butter shou 
all be kept on the serving table. Th 
serving tray should always have | 
— or n@ laid over it. 
17, Dishes for hot food should } 

hot Lo those for cold food should f 

18. In the s, the hos 
if she do 

- s . 
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desserts, and thus ruin their 
through improper diet. 

Plea for Saner Eating 
The purpose of this article is not 

ban all extra “goodies” for i 
mas, but is an earnest plea for saner 
eating as a regular thing, and less 
of the “We’ll-eat-till-we-die” epirit. 

The Housewife’s Tool Kit 

.A small tool box containing the or- 
diriary tools, kept in the kitchen: and 
used when the need arises to 

or’ 2 hook, cut a wire, or drive a nail, 

r, a possible relish, and some 
should be enough*for any 

saves more time in the course of even 
one week than almost any other house- 
hold convenience. Try it and see, is 

pota- their advice. 

ables (or Start “Hands Off” Policy 
* Other members of the familv must 
be given to understand that this box 
belongs to the housekeeper, and that 
the tools it contains can be used only 
with her permission, and then returned | 
promptly or not borrowed at all. 

The exact contents of the. tool kit 
will vary with the individual home. 
The main idéa is to have them handy 
when needed. 
A sugeested list for the housewife’s 

repair kit includes a hammer, pair of 
ers, scissors, jack knife, mending 
pe, line, screws, tacks, string, 
lue, “can, ks, screw .eyes, la- 

and thumb tacks... Any other 
useful articles may-be added for the 
convenience of the worker, 

Delicious Prune Desserts 

Try These on Your Family 

é-k-eup prune pulp 

' Wash 
- and sod 

of egg as for boiled frosting. Fold in 
prune pulp and lemon juice. © 

Recipe makes five servings. 
Prune Souffle 

4 egg whites, stiffly 
Sugar to sweeten beaten ° 4 
Mix fruit pulp and sugar and. fold 

in egg whites. ake in small cups set 
in water, 

_ Prane-Cottage Cheese Salad . = 
Remove stones’ from cooked cold 

prunes. Fill wit 
arrange on lettuce leaves, 
+ Teel en etait tea dressing or a boiled 

ssing, 
Baked Prunes 

runes, cover with warm water 
over night. _ Bake in casse- 

. role in slow oven using same water 

Whe 
pits and. ne 

“Fill: cent 

fruit was soaked in... Cook untfl ten- 
der. No sugar reeves as a rule. May 
serve plain or with a- boiled custard 

~ sauce or with whipped cream. 
Stuffed Prunes ; 

runes in water, dry 
t in warm retails winney. 

ers with condone huts, or 
marshmallows. These will.-make de- 
licious sweetmeats for Christmas. ° 

4k Sikcooenn matte i” 5 sean 
ein coneed in i oa <a Seca it 

a” } ope. cold water _ cup sugar 
ns lem- prunes, cooked 

is Prune 

Bug: i 

ito set and serve with Whipped — 

nlp 14% tabi ele 
"ie ara 

in » eu 
Ww Pi er 

~ “melted; 

on juice 
: gelatin in. cold -water.: Make 

syrup.of sugar and prune juice and add 
while. boiling % gelatin. Coat mold. 

t ar Then > with syrup, an range frui 
s » pour on dissolved gelatin. Serves ¢ 

freeze as for any other ice _ 
bs prunes, Wash, k ! 

a2 little water until tender, eat inte 
‘s and add % cup sugar. 

; Dou : h Tate / 
flour Seaspoons : baking 

spoon ons and powder i 
oon butter l egy é 

i cup milk 

cottage cheese, and |: 
Serve with 

No Excuse Now 

A way has heen found to combat 
film on teeth, and millions of people 
now use it. 
A few years ago, nearly all.teeth 

were coated more or less. 
those dingy coats are inexcusable. 
You can prove this by a pleasant 
ten-day test, ae 

_ Film ruins teeth 

Film is that viscous coat you feel. 
It clings to teeth, gets between the 
teeth and stays. en it forms the 
basis of dingy coats which hide the 
teeth’s natural luster. 

Film also holds food substance 
which ferments and forms acid. It 
holds the acid in contact with the 
teeth to cause decay. Millions of 
germs breed iri it. They, with tar- 
tar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea. 
Thus most tooth troubles are now 

traced to film. No ordinary tooth 
paste effectively combats it: So, de- 
spite all care, tooth trouples have 
been constantly increasing, and 
glistening teeth were rare. 

New methods now 
Dental science has now found two 

effective film combatants. i 
action .is to bee i — then 
harmlessly remove ears of care- 
ful tests have amply proved their 

A new- tooth has been‘ 
ra sa sae te created, based on mode 

. tions are 

Dental : authorities the world over 
pms endorse this method. me yy = 

tists everywhere’ are urging 
adoption. — > 

Other new effects 

P ent also multiplies the 
starc H tas wee = in _, That 
is there to digest starch deposits 

acids, 
It multiplies the alkalinity of the 

saliva. That is there to neutralize 
--acids which cause tooth decay. —- 

Old-time tooth pastes, based on 
soap and chalk, had. just opposite 

“fs ‘polishes the teeth, so film ad t 2 80 ad- 
heres less easily. 
Thus Pepsodent in five great 

ways, what never ore was so 
succ done. 

Used the world over 

Now careful ople of fifty na- 
"Pepsodent, largely 

by dental advice, You can see the 
. results in- lustrous teeth wherever 
you look today, To.thillions of peo- 
ple mgt ie brought a new era in 
te 
Send. the f 10-D, nm coupon for a ay 

Tube, Note how clean the teeth feel 
after using. Mark the absence of 
the viscous ‘film... See how teeth 
whiten as the film-coats disappear. 

_ In one week you will realize that 
this method means new beauty, new 
protection for the teeth. Cut out the . 
coupon now, ~~... 

10-Day Tube Free ™ 

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY. 
- Dept. $01 11048. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
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uick-Lite 

“The Sunshine of the nshine of the Nigh 

gi wl wonderful lamp will 
the and good cheer 

eadlant eppinene of tha het 

atyle “a lamps or lanterns, 

mph Si ig hy ore tea 

2070. A Set ot Pleasing Toys for the 
Nursery. 

Here is a comfortable roly poly doll 
and a cunning cat. Toweling stuffed 
with cork would make these. models 
floating toys: Plush, felt, flannel, out. 
ing flannel, velvet, drill and crash could 
also be used. The doll could be made 
of different material below the gag 

The Pattern is cut in one size. 
Either style requires % yard of 27- 
inch material. . 

Pattern mailed to any address on 
receipt of 10c in,silver or stamps. 
4167: A Very Plieas —- en Se ines 

“Side tlh pana 
Satin crepe with embroidery for dec- 

oration would be attractive for this 
atrie. Canion erepe .or velvet is-also 
nice. 

Te Foods 4a se aed d its nches ust = 
The ‘Skt rt 4049 is cut in 

Sy et 8 9, BL ig 35 and Fe 7%. Be 
: idth a the sons 

its Pande to 
medium sige will reat bia ve yards of 
one material wid oom 
Two hn ba Fy ek ners 

address on fr fot of of 10¢. FO BR MACH 
pattern in silver or stamps. 
4177. A Popular Model 
Coat dress styles have been “redis- 
covered”—and are shown this. season, 
in many attractive versions. The de- 
sign here portrayed has yee A simple 
lines, asy It is 
good for veldyne, kasha, pres: cloth or 
ee 

Pattern is cut in 7 Sizes: 34 34, 
86, a 40. vit 44 and 46 inches pee eee 
Use. fag neh size requires 
of ge e "wit at "is 

grt nmuailed to any addréss on re- 
ceipt of 10c’in silver ‘or stamps. ey 
4179. An Teal House Dress, 

The simplicity of be = ey 
Best feature, nd an equa ns tuinoss 
above the oS equal = 
able allowance on. age sides at the a 

With ‘the "New 

4202 4177 | 4179 

fortable. The long sleeve war be turn- 
ed up for convenience in wor ove F 
hire Pome 9 is oe in 6 Sizes: 34, 36, 

#8, es bust ao, 
382i nok Seine requires 45% yards. of 

$3- inch material. The width at the foot 
is 2% yards. 

Pattern mailed to any address on 
receipt of 10c in silver or stamps. 
4187. An Up-To-Date Dress for the 
Growing Girl. 

This makes a splendid school dress 
in serge with contrasting material, or 
in checked or plaid woolen with trim- 
ming of braid or a finish of machine + 
stitching.. The waist has the now so 
BePants side closing. The sleeve may 

ée finished in wrist or elbow length. 
attern is cut in 4 sizes: 6, 8, 

10. as 12 years. A 10 year size re- 
quires 2% yards of 44-inch material. 

Pattern’ mailed to any addtess on re- 
ceipt of 10c in silver or stamps. 
4202. A Becoming Style for the Grow- 

ing Girl. 
~ Broad-eloth in a new shade of brown 
with hands of satin would be attractive 
for this design. is nice also for 
serge, and kasha cloth. 

e Pattern 4 - in 3 Sizes: 12, 14, 
and 16 years. ge size requires 
2% yards of bt ina material. . The 
onine is under the panel at the left’ 

Pattern mailed to any address on re- 
ceipt of .10¢ in silver or stamps. 

ORDER BLANK FOR PATTERNS 
—Price 10 ‘cents cach 

PATTERN DEPT., AMERICAN’ 
FRUIT GROWER MAGAZINE, 

63. W. Jackson Blvd,, Chicago. 

Enclesed find cents, for 
which send me the following: 

Pattern No 
é 

Pattern No 

sian) Address 

Te Sentdties 

(ila Goscnplinntags” : US a 

Remarkable Discovers That 

Down the Cost of Paint Se 

Five Per Cent 
Semmens “3 

A Free Trial Package is Mailed 

—Every Deaf Person Knows 
T make myself ane being dest for Byears. 

JEM 

“IDEAL PRUNING SA 

“Trim from the,Ground”’ 

sed throughout the U.S. 
with 8 foot handle, price $2.50 

Deales wanted ed. Make good) money, 

ore prog SAW CO. 
501 Granite Bldg. Rochester, N. 

hes 2 PU Le 8 en CR EER ED 
; ae be See ; ny a py SH! 
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p infestation can ne: “materially 
‘at this — * thus cutting 

j ciengiovel le tasks that pile | mil De 
iM | 
eA! pion e is done in m ag be E: ‘ COLC “ATES 

f New Jersey by. the leaf 

GIFTS 

eat Bh attacks wa newly eee 

dlarged, wrinkled and blistered, that are sure to please 

Florient (Flowers 

: a whitish surface, These leaves 

of the Orient) 

drop off, the entire tree occa- 
y being defoliated, thus Vai 

Talc and Face Powder 

Fairy textured powder for the 

le size and pager of the crop 

face. Talc of moon-beams 

set of buds for the 

and silver rays for the body. .A 
gift for the woman who loves 
daintiness. A gift for her who 
loves Florient. Subtly scented; 
with this delightful perfume 

Price, Tale25¢e-Face Powder 50¢ 

Rapid-Shave Cream 

Florient Extract ~ 

and 

Toilet Water 

Lovely as a Japanese landscape 

with the cherry blossoms in full 

bloom. THAT gives you an 

idea of Florient (Flowers of the 

Orient). Perfume forthe hand- 

kerchief. Toilet water if you pre- 

fer. In good taste—both of them. 

Price, $1 — $2 

*, If scale is present, use only 
ercia} concentrated lime-sulfur | 
di ce to 9 varts of water. 
ays Fn not pins gin A effective 

i Pi aes 
at’ ag Bag ee e bud jet om 

es on the “the twigs, but because 
told they are. too sluggish to 

and make a ready target for 
. Reduction 

t this pest which is 
hpear growers out of 

s‘dormant treatment, 

Ph a ea eep the insect well | - 
NE On Exten- | 

Cashmere Bouquet Soap 

An old-fashioned garden in 
full bloom—lavender and old 

lace—roses and: silver. Gen- 
erations of lovely women 

have found this exquisite soap 
entirely to their liking—gen- 
erations to come will hold it 

in equal favor. 

Price, ( box of three cakes) 70c 

sun | ; 4 > : | . : for a Man 

Here’s just the thing for the 
out-of-doors man—a real help 
for the bothersome shave. 
Either the ‘‘Handy-Gtip”’ 
Shaving Stick or Colgate’s 
Rapid-Shave Cream , makes 
a welcome gift for Dad or 
Brother. 2 

Large Sine, 35 

In Every 

Xmas Stocking 

a Colgate’s Ribbon Dental 

Cream scarcely needs:an‘in- 

troduction. Grown-ups know 

it—use it—like it. Children 

enjoy its pleasant taste. Ans 

excellentall-round-the-family ‘ 

: gift. 
lets Tile 25c ek 
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Classified Advertising 
SMALL IN SIZE BUT LARGE IN VALUE 
Toul Gnd it preitelie so rend ‘these 

advertisements every month. 

APVERTISING RATES 
FIFTEMN CENTS a word for eack insertion. 
COUNT each initial, abbreviation, number 

or group of numbers as one word. All adver- 
tisements classified at option of publisher. 
No display type or illustrations permissible. 

CASH MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER. 
SPECIAL NOTICE—AIll advertising copy, 

discontinuance orders or change of copy 
tended for the Classified Department must 
reach this office by 20th of the month preced- 
ing date of issue. 

AGENTS and HELP WANTED 

ore $110 TO $250 | aks al hella PAID, 
Railway Traffic Inspector. Position guaranteed 
3 a eet study lor money* tenaed. 

opportunities. sg Ay for Free Booklet. G-100 
Standard usiness wraining inst., Bulfaio, N, Y. 
WE PAY $86 A WEEK AND EXPENSES AND 

give a Ford Auto to men to tntgoduee poultry pat 
compounds, — Im! perial Co., 90, Parsons, Kan 

SALES AGENTS. MEN OR WOMEN. YEAR ROUND 
positions, No layoffs, Take evtars IS Jennings 

New Guaranteed Hosters. Must wea’ give satis- 
faction or replaced free. Write fer tom. Jennings 
Mfg. Co., | Dept. 104, Dayton, Ohio i 

cae MANUFAC- 
a Ti... articles and Pure 

ee ves in each lo- 
Manufacturer direct = consumer, Big peg 

Whole or = Cash or 
Send at once for American Products co, 
7844 Smertonn a Bldg., Cine "| eS ete ae 

ENTS-~ _# par. TAKE ORDERS FOR STOVE 
a oo oes _ common ha for a 

of 
H ate 

e f degeribing. at 
free on request. C. L, Scagraves, General 

Railway Exchange, Chi- tion hy Banta Fe, 911 

tAND “OPPORTUNITY! 90, 40, 80 
near thriving city in Lower Mich: 

for general farming, Png ys _— ~ 
$50 down; balance long today for 

illustrated Daokiet sing tul information. 
LAND National Bank 

FREE 
SWIGART CO,,. Zk 
Building, 
FOR SALE: COMMERCIAL AL ORCHARD. 

80 acres, 70 acres orchard. rd varieties, 
Prime condition, 40 miles St. Louis. Fully 
Sple' —g 7, * clark. “Bright a, ErHe® "380,000. 
Addre 
vEpet Le FLORIDA Lh nak LANDS ox "TEN YEAR YEARS’ 
chase price for a ie fee. tare hous, De Fu. 

k Springs. Florida: 
FOR SALE—FRUIT Bs 2000 TREES; a 

located; market Western storages. 
particulars. "Eetabrook Fe Farm, Athens, 
FARM CATALOGUE POSTPAID. CHAPIN ‘ARM 

Agency, Boston. i sa 

TOBACCO 
See a uct a bake Pe 

$1.25; 10 = yl $2. ee 
Heyes tin Cat in 

ee bend: ‘Cheaper tna coal Fits any 
Ko expii needed. rite for Outfit, Parker Mfg. 

Ohio. ~ 

Rhe' 

tal 
Co., Burner 1105, Dayton, 
AGENTS vacED EVERYWHERE TO SELL” THOS. 
wonderful lifornia Herbs for umatism. Peo- 
ae yy S. have written us the last 

about the extraordinary results from these 
marvelous Herbs. Send for free booklet. Pound 1, 
postpaid. Rheumatism Herb Company, Sawtelle, C 
WANTED —DISTRICE SALES AGENTS TO ACT AS 
_ nants coats, a er have ‘ae tractors, 

machinery an — road contractors and 
Seeatelpetition or one Pe ahlic mein, with or with- 
out selling . preference, ‘ive sales 
sore can soe Werte. tn = upwards on our 

1923 bravest, We toda: Highway Iron 
Products D 
ALL MEN, WOMEN, x mee 17_ TO 60 WIIL- 

ing to accept Government Positions, hir-aive trav- 
eiing or ee write Mr. Ozment, 259 St. Louts, 

SELL “AMENZ” ang ig: hy LOOKING, BIG- 
gest value, Manufactu ante order 
= — stock. ‘Splendid Bag rir gE ~ 
Ree te Menzin. Shirt Co., 8868- . Taare Ave., 

lew Yor! 
AGENTS—MAEKE BIG MONEY THE 

selling latest mogn abe oa) a 
a low_ pricefl. no resist buying. 
& Co, Dept. 2, 29 "West sith St., New York. 

WANTED. Bs > TO $195 nae ag Uv. 8. 

Fs Tul gg ny < Write 
klin itute, Dept. 1-106, Rochester, 

$s. TO DAT EASY—INTRODUCING NEW 
Hi replaced oak 

free. No Seas or “ I "Sus show 
2 Your advance. We Ge- 

liver and ocolicct. Elegant ont ished all ors 
ard ey. anion a 
O-Chee Co,. Desk 1412, Cincinnati, 
MAKE $25 REPRESENTING CLOWS 
Famous iphia Hosiery, direct ‘from_mill—f 

that win, Pree book “How té Start” tells the story 
George Clows , Deak 1%, Phiiadelphis, P 

COMET SPRAYERS AXD AUTO 
Sprays plants and a Apeies a 

‘wash = disinfeetants. Rusler Co., Dept. 

2 Spe MAIL. CLERES—START $133 sg Sool 
expenses paid. Specimen examination questions 

Columbus Institute 8-2, Columbus, Obio. 
SUPERINTENDENT TO MANAGE AN 
eeare as SERS poren-doceted 

all fundamentais 
APPLE OR- 
Must under- 
adi ete, 

land. 

oe nae pa 

ae kbar 75 
g pounds $1138: $198 a0 10 pounds ere Sr of $5.0 making 

TOBACCO! }, YEAR a ge SELECT eae CHEWING, 
Satishaction pudzenteet” Govoperstons ities "iky’ 
TOBACCO—SELECT 8 Yhap OLD KENTUCKY L LEAF. 

Ching $195: 8 ibe showing $1 pO) Pores’ Unban 
Hawesville, eo a ba 

POULTRY AND CHICKS 
PLANS FOR POUUTRY HOUSES! 
Pai sil 25. cents. 
Poultry es . 58, cc Ind, 
ad ‘CHICKS, BoGs—HEA DUCES. CATA- 

@ describing 73 Acre Peuny Free. White 
Reds, dottes, Orpingtons. Leak hn, 

Goshen Poultry. » Route 28, Goshen, Indfana. 
BABE. CHICKS AT AP Jowns? PRICES IF ¥ IF pou “BOOK 

- Ciroular 
free. Co Hatcheries” Win a 

. “MUSIC . 
— “OUR a CLUB : 

publishers. $1.00 Y 
ko today. for deta details, Sheet Music club, 

Butte 708, 1545 Broadway, New York. 

. AUTOMOTIVE 
AUTOMOBILE OWNERS, EMEN, 

seria today. for free eopy of this month 
constins helpful, instructive ‘ormation on wig 
tot Den The bene ‘eatburetory, storage ‘ba 
fotee: Over 120 pase i Gis Butler Bldg. C fre SOF 

PRINTING 
ONE THe uEaND se 
Opes ni printed and 

_PATENTS . , packing, 
‘Will have use of nine room uprto-date house, pilent 
garden space, auto furnished. - In answering give 
information as to experience; alao references. 
ae y Seek 2 Adidress room 365 M 

Madison Ave., N. ¥..C. 

HELP WANTED FEMALE 
WOMEN-Gnita. amARN DRESS DESIGNING. 7 

Sample Le gona fe. erraakiin Inetite Institute, L 550,. “Rochester. 

2 ge TIME, AT HOME, AD 
ars. 

BARN $20. WEEKLY, 
dressing. mailing, music, Send 1 “for 

music, information, etc. Music. Co., . 1658 
Brosdway; N. 

POSITIONS WANTED 
POSITION W. ORCHARDIST 
Fruit wants. fob et Magazine, Box 108 S42 Monel Bide. | 2 
Chicago. 
EXPERIENCED 0 1st = ee ges WANTS ae 

in 
ee AND POTATO GROWERS AND 

shippers. sizers, sorters, carriers, elevators, 
Yo SaAETE 

of 
fall j_ 
be for 

scone 
terms. 

Registered tyes Lawyer, 
ington, -—D, -C. 

NURSERY 
BIG JOE CROMPTON PR ee 8 heap, pt. 
So Pa es be Plants, , 1000. Kiger’s Nursery, saab 

Green's sa inte 
aspberry 

Twice th 
po a ee 

Portable Saw Rig, complete with new- 
est improved engine, bos af frame, belt,— 
and saw, on Poet yaar Seo: truck—shipped 
om trial cash or easy ‘caeane money 
back if not satisfactory. fruit isdiseh atten ant; is fiesh is f rid aud h 
DON’T BUY ANY. WOOD SAWING a beautiful tcrimson. Fruiting season 
MACHINERY UNTIL YOU SEE OUR te one te 59 plants 

Me ng FRUITS New free les; 
for every use; $9.80 up. atreiers (ioday. 

Peac] 
Beautiful bright cheek, yel 
of highest quality. Unusual 

product 

done during the last 40 Eat 
Green’s fruits and five loneae-- 

32 cal. $13.95 Green's C ants Goo: H ‘a Curr se 
All brand, new latest SiackDeseies, ed ag * Straw aa ig Fore gh cal, lh he 

fetes SEND NO MONEY | ees ogue ply refunded. 3 useful A 
Krerier ieee, a. areen's Dokiet alow 

Auto- 6 Nursery Co,110-128 Green St. Rochester, 

- SPRACEIN - 

A casein spreader and 
adhesive for orchard sprays 

Distributed through reliable dealers, Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Manufactured by 

RICHMOND DAIRY CO, 
Staunton, Va. Waynesboro, Va. 

| SEND.NO MONEY Eesctie 

SAAB GABLE GENE SN AYMARA AM sarc eh bin, HITE, 

A man’s gun, built for hard servi 

or 38 caliber. Shoots: 9 shots. 

steel with safety attachment, 

LESS THAN HALF PRE-WAR PRICES $10! 

32 or 38 caliber ” ° was $25 now~ 10. 

| 25 CAL. BLUE STEEL ARMY AUTOMATIC 

bey ne? gg geet Price $7. 

All our guns shoot ‘Standard Asner atten: 
All suns seerantond new. $ 

alitomatic carefully and if not 
factory just return it and get your MONEY Bi BACK. 

ed 

everyon 
jelding 
ig fam 

count y' 
Speak: 

declares: 

The 

The al 
den Del 
fruit in 
freezes 
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The Standard of Comparison 

The New Master of the Road 

The Famous Buick Clutch 

A finger’s pressure disengages the Buick 
clutch yet the 4s absolutely positive 
in its aétion. ‘elutch in all models 
has been still further improved by making 
the clutch hub a drop forging with ground : 
bearing surfaces, instead of malleable iron. 

se SP, ed 

Buick Seven-Passenger Touring—* 1435 

Out on the country roads, in all weathers and on the longest runs, the Buick 
seven passenger six-cylinder touring car provides the comfortable, dependable 
transportation that every farm family needs. 4 

Its long wheel base, with easy riding springs carries the roomy body over rough 
roads smoothly and the finely tailored top and weather-prgof curtains provide 
perfect protection against the winds and rain. 

Take the wheel and you find every driving convenience. Above the wihdshield is a 
visor of distinctive design, there is a cowl ventilator, a gasoline gauge on the dash, 
@fear-view mirror, a transmission lock and the shifting lever has, been €: 
The top is bound front and rear with leather and nickeled tips and is lined inside 
with whip-cord. The entire car shows a completeness of equipment not to be 
found elsewhere within a thousand dollars of its price. 

And back of these improvements stand the traditional qualities of Buick Vaive- 
in-Head power and stability. 

The Buick Line eres Poureaes Models: 
Fours— 2 Pass. Roadster, $865; 5 Pass. Touring, $885 ; » $1175; ‘5 Pass. Sedan, 
$1395; § Pees, ‘Touring Sedan, $1325. Sixce--t Pass, froadeter, $1175; 5 Pass. pacing, $1195) 
> Pass. Touring Sedan, $1935; 5 Pass. Sedan, $1985; 4 Pass. Coupe, 1895; 7 Pass. paring, 
$1435; 7 Pass. Sedan, $2195; weet: Roadster, $1625; Soot Touring, 8167s, Prices f. 0. b.” 
Buick factories. Ask about the G, $ Purchase Plan lor Deferred Payments. 

yo os 
F D-5-NP* 

twiky. 

_ BUICK MOTOR COMPANY, FLINT, MICHIGAN 

Divisiow\of General is Cadhoratii * 

Piotieer Builders of RiGee 
Valve-in-Head Motor Cars bie Sie 

ES 

Branches in All Principal 
Cities—Dealers Everywhere 

‘Was better “automobileeware built, Buick will build 
ty ee Sa BERLE = 




